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TAFT PLEDGES HIMSELF TO CARRY mJT THE
POLICES OF THE ROOSEVELT ADMINISTRATION
ACCEPTANCE SPEECH DIGNIFIED
PRESENTATION DF ISSUES IN
REPUBLICAN PLATFORM

nation which y,iu formally tender. I
accept it with full appreciation of the
responsibility It Imposes.
Republican strength In Maintenance
of Roosevelt
Policies.
Gentlemen, the strength of the republican cause In the campaign at
hand is In the ruct that we represent
the pollute essential to the reform nf
known abuses, in the continuance of
liberty and true prosperity, and that
we are determined, as our platform
unequivocally declares, to maintain
them and carry them on. Por more
thun ten years this country passed
through an epoch of material development far beyond any that ever occurred In the world before. In Its
course, certain evils crept In. Some
prominent and influential nien-berof
the community, spurred by financial
success and in their hurry for greater wealth, became unmindful of the
common rules of business honesty and
fidelity and of the limitations impuse,!
by law upon their action.
This became Icnown. The revelations of the
breaches of trust, the disclosures as
to rebates and discriminations by rail-ways, the accumulating evidence of;
the violation of the anti-trulaw by
e
a number of corporations, the
of stocks and bonds on Interstate railways for the unlawful enriching of directors and for the punióse
nf concentrating control of railway
In one management, all quickened the
conscience of the people, and brought
on a normal awakening among them
that boded well for the future 6f Hie
country.
What Roosevelt Has Done.
The man who formulated the expression of the popular conscience and
who led the movement for practical
reform was Theodore Roosevelt. He
laid down the doctrine that the rich
violator of the law should be as
amenable to restraint nnd punishment
as the offender without wealth and
without Influence, and be proceeded
by recommending legislation and directing executive action to make that
principle good in actual performance.
He secured the passage of the
rate bill, designed more effectively
to restrain excessive and fix reasonable rates, anil to punish secret rebates nnd discriminations which had
been general in the practice of the
railroads, and which had done much
to enable unlawful trusts to drive out
It senf business their competitors,
cured much closer supervision of railway transactions nnd brought within
the operation of the same statute express cOm pan lei, sleeping car companies, fast freight and refrigerator
lines, terminal railroads
and pipe
lines, and forbade in future the com
bination of the transportation nnd
shipping business under one control In
order to avoid undue discrimination.!
In this work Mr. Roosevelt has had
the support and sympathy of the republican party, and Its chief hope of
success. In the present controversy
must rest on the cuilidence which the
people of the country huve in the sincerity of the party's declaration In It
platform, that it intends to continue
the policies.
Necessary to Device Some Means of
Permanent Iy Securing Pn'urc-s

DEMOCRACY DENOUNCED

POLICY

FOR

Of DESTRUCTION

Candidate Defends Large Expenditures of Late Congress
and Declares Deficit in Treasury More Apparent Than
Real; Early Revision of Tariff Promised; Clear and Convincing Definition of the Party's Attitude on
Anti-Injuncti-

on

Issue.
IBY THE MORNING

JOURNAL

Cincinnati, July 28. Officially notl-- !
fled today of his nomination for the
party
presidency iy the republican
William H. Taft, standing on the portico of his brother's home in this city
i he
city of his nativity, formally accepted the honor, pledged anew ti is
allegiance to the policies of President
Roosevelt and declared that the chief
function of the next administration
would be to clinch what has already
been accomplished by the present
of the While Mouse. Jn doing
this, however, Mr. Taft pointed out, in
what in regarded as a conservative
note in his address, that there will
lie a serious and difficult work to do,
principally "to devise ways and means
in which the high level of business integrity and obedience to law which he
(President Roosevelt) hits established,
may be maintained and departures
from it rest ra in, ',1 without undue interference with legitímale business."
Mr. Taft attacked the democratic
platform, asserting that most of Its
declarations either are inconsistent or
disingenuous.
Mr. Rryan's policies
were held up ns destructive.
The vast audience UlSt heard tin
candidate filling porches, lawns and
streets surrounding the Taft residence
and seeming not to mind the Intense
heat which the direct rays of a midsummer sun sent down upon It, was
responsive to Mr. Taft's every mood,
and there were loud cries ot "No, no,"
when he said:
"1 submit to those most interested,
to wuge earners, to farmers
and to
business men whether the introduction
into power oi the democratic party,
with Mr. Bryan at its head, and with
the business destruction that It openly advocates as a remedy for present
evils, will bring about the needed
confidence for a restoration of prosperity."
Mr. Taft spoke for one hour and
seven minutes. Hecause of the intense
heat which he appeared to (eel more
keenly beneath the canopy of the
speaker's stand than did those in the
open lawn, he cut his enunciation of
principles in many places, pi no;
over entire sheets of his man I nipt
and
at a time explaining his coui
lb,- - reason therefor in order th it Ids
hearers might read the entire speech
as It was given out for publica lion.
Mr. Taft denounced the democratic
plank as vague and
ambiguous In contrast to the republican dec titration, which, he said, was
"clear and unequivocal." iabor and
the rights of labor came fn for extensive consideration by Mr. Taft. As to
the publicity of contributions for the
purpose of carrying on campaigns, the
candidate declared that the selection
of a treasurer from the state of New
York, bound by the luws of that state
as to the publication of such expendl-- (
tures, assured the position of the republicans against the mere declaration
Mr. Taft suld he
of their opponents.
believed in the physical valuation of
railroads as from time to time might
be necessary, and he personally favored the direct election by the people
States senators. The
of the United
latter qucitlon, Mr. Taft asserted,
could hurdly be catalogued an a party
Issue. Dealing with national expenditures and the charge of a deficit. Mr.
Teft said that the deficit of one year
often more than offset by the surplus In another, and said that under
the present udmlnlstrutlon there has
been no deficit but a surplus which
actually Is in the treasury
The occasion of the notification and
the acceptance was made a holiday by
the loyal residents of Cincinnati, all
of whom, without regard to party affiliation. aemed to take some part in
There
the varying demonstrations.
were concerts in the down town parks,
parades, a flag raising at the Taft
household, daylight fireworks, balloon
ascensions, automobile rides and reception for the visiting member or
i he
notification committee, while tonight the heavens were ublaae for
lights of
hours with the
exploding rockets, snaring bomb and
surprising effect of the modern fireworkers' Konaummute art. From a
brilliantly lighted river steamer. Mr.
Taft surrounded by visiting politicians
and a host of his friends witnessed
the night display.
Following the conclusion nf hU
speech of acceptance, Mr. Taft was
called upon to review a parade of local
I

varl-color-

SPECIAL LEASED WIRE !
ani1
visiting militia mid

political
which occupied tirty
minutes In passing a given point.
Practical? half of those In line were
uniformed member of the Taft clubs
organised in this and neighboring
states.
The ceremony of the notification
was set for noon, and promptly at
thai hour Judge Tail and Senator
Warner walked through the colonial
pillared portico of the Charles P. Taft
residence nnd onto the Improvised
platform projecting over the front
steps.
Quickly recognizing Judge Taft as
he appeared with the chairman of the
notification committee, the crowd,
which was densely packed into every
space that offered an opportunity either to see or hear, set up a cheer for a
time, putting a stop to any attempt at
further proceedings.
The heat wns
well nigh unbearable, but the throng
seemed not to mind it at all. Judge
Taft's voice wns" strong and clear
throughout.
He spoke more with a
tone of earnestness than of eloquence,
laying serious emphasis on his points
from time to time, and adhering to his
manuscript, word for word, except in
those places where he purposely omitted page and paragraphs for the pur-

maiming

ciiids

pose of brevity.
While Mr. Taft was speaking several
women In the throng were overcome
by the heat and hurried away in waiting ambulances for treatment al the
local hospitals.
Members of the notification and national committees
together with
prominent guests, occupied seats on
the Improvised porch. Mrs. Taft also
sat on the porch with Oenerul and
Mrs. Fred D. (irant and General and
Mrs. H. C. Corbln, as members of her

immediate party.
General (Irant, Senator Warner and
Mrs. Taft went later with Judge Taft
to the little reviewing stand on the
sidewalk from Which the passing of tile
parade was witnessed. Many of the
clubs In line were in unique uniforms,
calling out applause all along the
route. One of the features of the
the escort of the notification
committee from the Vinton hotel to
the Taft resilience by CIIO veterans of
the civil war. Mr. Taft personally
greeted the old soldiers upon their
arrival and shook hands with every
one of them. During the late afternoon he met the members of the Indiana Editorial association, while the
members of the notification committee were taken on a
tour
through the city and out to the Country club.
Senator William Warner, of Missouri, past commander-in-chie- f
of the
O. A. R., headed the notification committee, which consisted of members
from every state, territory and Island
possession of the nation. There were
also present many members of tile
national committee, Inclcudlng Chairman Hitchcock.
Warner's speech wns brief. When
he concluded there was enthusiastic
cheering as Taft stepped forward and
the delivery of his speech.
Without omitting any of the imp, irí
an declarations of i.l speech a print- ed, Taft eliminated many explanatory
and detailed statements os ns to bring
the delivery within an hour.
Long' before noon the streets about
the Taft residence were thronged and
the candidate waa greeted with cheers
on the
when he took hi poaltion
porch. The notification was made by
Senntor Warner, who spoke btiefy
and concluded with:
"It, therefore, gives me genuine
pleasure, Mr. Tnft. to present to you
this formal nomination from the republican uparty. whose governmental
o longg 'kept In
policies have for
balance the mighty force of the nation,' and to whose continued guidance of the nation we have every reasonable right to believe that the people are now looking."
the delivery of his
Taft began
speech at 12:14. concluding at 1:25.
holding the close attention of his aud
ience throughout the hour In spite of
the Intense heat.
Mr. Tuft said In part:
Senator Warner and (lentlemen of the
Committee:
I am
deeply sensible of the hnsor
which the republican national convention haa conferred on me In the nomi
day-wa- s

sight-seein-
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PUT UP

BATTLE WITH STRIKERS

Guns, Billies

and

Bludgeons

Used in Scrimmage;
One
Man Will Die; Police Finally

Restore Order.
(By Moral ns Journal

Iulnl

Whe 1
Klgln, 111.. July L'X. In a riot between strike breakers employed by the
Klgln and Bellevedere railroad and a
crowd of strike sympathizers In the
central square here today, one man
was probably fatally Injured and gev- -.
eral were hurt.
James Farley, of
Cincinnati, who has become widely
known as a leader of strike breakers,
wns arrested. Mi were also two companions, both of Chicago. The principal sufferer from the riot was George
J. Lcmann. of Klgin, whose head was
split open. Rarly In the afternoon a
car loaded with strike breakers ran
off the track In the square. Another
car approached and when It stopped
the crowd began bombarding the crew
with stones. More dangerous missiles
followed
When the stfttta breakers
threatened the crowd. Random shots
Sue.-lH-

l

were Hred and the strike breakers began charging tip' crowd, wielding bilThe
lies.
police Interfered, drove
hack the mob and made the arrests?
At a meeting of the city council tonight. Corporation Counsel Mann was
Instructed to bring Injunction proceed-Ing- s
against the railroad company on
the ground that It was running Its
cars Into the oiflv vrthiint a franchise.
Thi council also ordered the chief of
police to stop all cars at the city limit
but voted to give the company whatever police protection It required to
prev nt destruction of its property.

SENS

QUARREL

tht

quasi-Judici-

(Continued

July

28.

PLANK
New Formed Independent Party Already on Verge of Split

of Government
to Issue Money,

Over Power

lit Miimlng .loiirssl Hperlul I .eased Wire. I
Chicago. July 28. The newly formed Independence party was threaten
ed with a dangerous schism this
during the debate of the currency plank ot the party's platform
In the session of the committee of
resolutions, so serlou did the situation become that several parly leaders
not members of the committee wore
sent for in an effort to bring the recalcitrant members Into line. W. It.
Hearst au,l Q satlCT Williams, of California, appeared before the" committee, the former making an extended
statement III explanation of the position taken by the February conference of the party on the subject, the

I

action at that gathering hnvlng formed
the basis of the platform as Originally
drawn up today Despite till the com
mlttee directed a revision of the currency plank, the revised version taking new ground In that the right of
the government to loan treasury
fund to national banks ?s not recogThe plank as corrected and
nised.
adopte, by the convention, "favors
the establishment of a central govern
mental bank." which institution is to
be the medium through which money
"shall he put Into general circulation."
The measure Is a compromise, the
more radical members of the cnm'nllt-te- e
having favored a declaration-tha- t
money should Issue directly from
of the United States which
branches of the government should be
established in each state capital and
perhaps In addition In the chief business centers of the country.

ROOSEVELT TO KEEP OUT
OF NEW YORK SQUABBLE

Br Morning Journal MpeHsl Lmssd Wlrs.l
Oyster Hay. N. T., July 2. President Roosevelt will maintain an attiIn
tude of absolute
the political situation In New York
ilmliis- the coming campaign, It was
learned today. He has been appealed
tc by congresmen, asemblymen and
others In the New Tork gubernatorial
situation in behalf of various candidates, but he has adhered to and will
continue his policy of strict
He Is greatly Interested In
ference
on Page 7 Column One) (he election of Judge Taft to the pres
I

-

noti-lnte-

HISGEN

NOMINATED

FOR PRESIDENT

Under the

Luckless Kansan Attempts to Place Name of William

Jen-

nings Bryan Before the Gathering and Narrowly Escapes
Being Torn to Pieces by Infuriated
Work by
of

Delegates; Strenuous

Averts Bloodshed; Colleagues

Sergeants-at-Arm- s

Commoner's Admirer Repudiate

His Action

and His

lame Is Stricken From Rolls,

anti-Kngiis-

BRYAN

JOHN TEMPLE GRAVES CHOSEN

TAKES TIME

FOR SECOND PLACE ON TICKET
Platform Adopted by Unanimous Vote, Enthusiastically

En-

-

dorses Government Ownership of Utilities, Urges War on
Trusts, Revision of the Tariff at the Hands of Its Foes and
Strongly Advocates the Initiative, the Referendum and
Recall to Bring Government Back to Control of the Com-

Probably Comment on
Acceptance Speech Tomorrow; May Revisit Chicago.
Br Morning Journal KDMlal U;im4 Wire J
Falrvlevv, Lincoln, Neb., July JÉ.
William J. Hryun returned to Lincoln
this morning after an absence of four
Kn
days m Chicago jind Omaha.
route from Chicago to Oinnhii tbro nub
Iowa he received enthusiastic reeep-tlons at several places. Hi' gave evidence today nf huving thoroughly enjoyed the rollicking fun of the Initiaat
tion ceremonies at the

mon People.

--
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Chicago, July Sj. - President, Thonv UiW.itd the presentation ut Hie name of
as L. Mlsgcn. of Maeeach asetts; vice Hlsgen.
presida !tt, John Temple (llaves, of
The roll then pi ..greased until It

Georgia.
The above ticket was tonight nominated by the independence party at
its ftrai national convention.
The friends of Mr. Hryan made an
Omaha. Monday night.
effort during the night eeaalotl 10 bring
not
Bryan
has
definitely! his name before the convention and
While Mr.
y
decided the question he intimated
the mini who attempted It nearly prothat should bis presence be es- duced a riot luid narrowly escaped
pecially desired at lie meeting in Chi-- ' physical Violence at the hands of the
Cagó within a fortnight by the proIndignant delegates,
The man who
posed executive committee nf his
sought to place Mr. Bryan In nominaforces he would go there us a tion was .1. I. Shepard, of Port Scott.
mailer of convenience to the conven- Kan. He did not succeed In Ills mis
tion.
sion, fui being called to order by the
Judge Taft's letter of acceptance convention and questioned by Chair
was read today by Mr. Bryan with man Charles A. Walsh he ailnlltted
manifest interest and he said he wotild that It was his Intention to mime Mr
probably submit some comments for Bryan That was the first and last
the public tomorrow on the Taft ut- time he mentioned the name of tin
terance.
democratic leader. He was prompt l
ruled out of order by the chairman
LIGHT SENTENCE FOR
and under guard of the sergeants In
was hustled out of the hall while
WHOLESALE FIREBUG some of the enraged delegates Vainly
tried t strike him with lists and one
of
them swung at him savagely with
28.
July
Hellefontalne, Ohio,
George R. Gamble was today sen- a cane.
The nomination of Mr. Hlsgen was
tenced to the penitentiary for three
years for arson, having been convict- made on the third ballot, his chief
ed of setting fire to his grist mill in competitors being Mllford W. HowZanesville eighteen months ago for the ard, of Alabama, and John Tempb
Graves, of Georgia. Reuben It. Lyon
Insurance.
Prior to coming to Hellefontalne of New York, received a complimen(Iambic suffered fire losses ut Moul- tary vote on the first ballot and W.
friends who
der, Rvans and Denver, Colo; Urbana, R, Hearst had forty-nin- e
Tuscallo and Champaign, III., and voted for him on the first two balsonic other places, u total of fifteen lots.
fires having been chnrged against him.
The nomination of Mr. Graves was
In euch case he collected the Insur- made unanimous, all the other candiance and was not suspected until af- dates having been withdrawn.
ter the .anesvllle fire.
Chairman Wnlsh on calling the
night session of the convention to order announced that the next business
of candidates for
was presentation
SULTAN
nomination for the president of tht
ITallad States and directed the secre
lary to call the r.dl. Ir. L. A. Fenly.
ol Alabama, look the rostrum to place
MWford W. Howard, of Port Payne.
OBEY
SWEARS
Ala.. In niimlnalion.
"Colorado yields to Indiana." came
mil ReV, Holland I). Sawyer of the
latter state took the platform to nnmi
CONSTITUTION
nnte Thomas L. Hlsgen.
The conclusion of Mr. Sawyer's
speech was the signal for a yell from
the Massachusetts seats In which the
from
Oath of Allegiance Reassures California delegates and a fewJoined
Minnesota and South Dakota
Doubting Populace; Unpopu The women In Mia center bdx of the
first balcony Jumped to their feet and
lar Police Chief Dismissed,
waved the men to greater efforts. A
big banner hearing Hlsgen's portrait
was brought to the plntform where It
Hperlsl
Wire.
Moralng
Journal
fmwil
in.
July ZK. in tne was Joined by the California state
Constantinople,
presence of the Hhlelc llllslam, the flag. After two minutes Chairman
head of the hierarchy In Turkey the Wnlsh began rapping for order. The
sultan took the oath of allegiance to Minnesota standard was put In the
the constitution on the Koran, the procession, then Illinois, Washington
oath subsequently being registered al nnd Nebraska. Three minutes later
the office of the Shlek Ullslam. This the demonstration had subsided.
"Colorado," called the clerk.
solemn ceremony tends to reassure the
"Colorado yields to Indiana," snme
public mind.
As the result nf a long meeting of the reply.
"Indiana has no cnndldnte for presi
the counsel of ministers, Hamld Bey,
who was recently appointed minister dent." shouted a delegate from that
state, "but she' has a very live candiof police, has been dismissed
Mohamet All has been appointed date for vice president."
The call proceeded until Georgia
governor of Pora and other changes
Hamld Bey's re- was reached and Barnard Sutler, of
are contemplated.
moval has been demanded by the re- Alabama, came forward to present the
name of John Temple Graves. The
formers.
It Is repotted that Issel Pasha, sec- applause that greeted the name of .or.
retary to the sultan, whose dismissal Graves was neither so vociferous nor
aleo was demanded haa tied to Hyrla. so long continued as that which fol1

fium-paig-

s

by
the railroad and
discriminations
return of their managers to obedience
to law In the llxlng of turlfTs. The pure
food and meat Inspection laws and
the prosecutions directed by the presilaw have
dent under the anti-truhad a similar moral effect in the general business community.
But we should be blind to the ordinary working of human nature If we
did not recognize that the moral
standard set by President Roosevelt
will not continue to be observed by
those whom cupidity and a desire for
financial power may tempt, unless the
requisite machinery Is Introduced Into
the law which shall In Its practical
operation maintain these Standard
and secure the country against a departure from them.
Chief Function oí Nest Administration
to Clinch What lias Heen Done.
The chief function of the next administration In my Judgment, is distinct from, and a progressive development of that which has been performed by President Roosevelt. The chief
function of the next administration Is
to complete and perfect the machinery by which these standards may be
maintained, by which the lawbreakers
may be promptly restrained and punished, but which shall operate with
sufficient accuracy and dispatch to Interfere with legitimate business as litSuch machinery Is
tle as possible.
not now adequate. Under the present
rate bill, nnd under all Its amendment, the burden of the interstate
commerce commission In supervising
and regulntlng the operation of the
rtillroad of this country ha grown so
It Is utterly Impossible for
heavy
that tribunal to hear and dispose. In
any reasonable time, of the many
complaints, querlus and Issues thut are
It for decision. It
bi ought before
ought to be relieved of Its Jurisdiction as an executive, directing body,
and It function should be limited to
Investigation
of
the
cimplalnt by Individuals and by a
department of the government ehnrg-- d
with the executive business of u
pei vising the operation of railway.

Seattle, Wash

motto, "Resistance to tyranny Is service in humanity and a necessity of
clrllization." the Hindus of the northwest, numbering some five or six
thousand, are perfecting an organization with headquarters In Seattle the
object of vvhl' h is, "Spreading popular
and scientific education In Hindustan," but which in reality, It is
alms toward the overthrow" of
Hie British government In India.
It Is said that 1.804 Hindus
have
already joined the organization. An
official newspaper of the society Is
printed in this city, and the editor of
the paper is now in ew fork, where
he, it Is said, la endeavoring to obtain
funds for the propaganda work to seh
cure the support of
residents of the east.

I

pa-sa-

OF INDEPENDENT PARTY;

Aim of Society Formed in
Pacific Ndrtlrweat,

d,

st

Made.
Mr. Roosevelt has set high the
of business morality ami
standard
obedience to law. The railroad rate
bill was more useful possibly In the
Immediate moral effect of Its
than even In the legal etTect of Its
very useful provisions. From Its en
actinent dates the voluntary abandonf rebutes and
ment of the practii

noon.
When asked regarding the object of
Mr. Woodruff's visit to the president.
Secretary Loeb today would give no
Information on the subject.

Ambition

STRIKEBREAKERS

WILD SCENES IN CONVENTION

HINDUS ORGANIZE TO
OVERTHROW BRF ISH

ATIEL8N

1

over-Issu-

idency and he will do all that it Is legitima tely proper for him to do to secure Mr. Taft's election, but further
than that be will not g.
T'mothy L, oWodruff. chairman of
IHe New York state republican commit'.! e, will come to Oyster Bay

reached Kansas. J. I. Shupnrd. of that
state, asked the chairman If it vva
possible to name any candidate ior
the nomination who was not a member oí the party. The reply was that
the. question hud not yet arisen, whereupon Mr. Shepard took the platform,
announcing that he hud a candidate.
He mentioned the candidate of the
democratic party and a storm of hisses
and boos greeted the reference. The
hall continued In an uproar for several minutes, the galleries persisting
lu breaking Into the proceedings with
jeers and I r revelan I remarks.
Mr. Shepard
finally allowed to
proceed
He had spoken but a few
minutes when he was interrupted,
('luirles H. Mitchell, of Illinois, offered a point of order, saying It wiTa evident thai the speaker was about to
place In nomination a man who win
not a member of the Independence
parly. He therefore asked that the
convention proceed to nominate a candidate of its own. A scene ot riot
followed, several delegates endeavoring to reach the rostrum for the purpose of offering physical Violence to
the speaker. A number of the
threw
themselves
across the aisle In front of the roi
trum steps and held back the Infuriated men by sheer physical strength.
Mr. Mitchell persisted, however, In
asking If Shepard intended to nominate a man who was not a member
of the Independence party. He insisted upon a categorical anawer and
Chairman Walsh said:
"The gentleman will answer the
question."
"Of course 1 don't wjant to deceive
"7 Intend. If t
you," said Shepard.
am allowed to finish, to nominate Mr.
William J. Bryan."
The hall broke Into a wild uproar,
a dosen delegates again madly struggling In the muin aisle In an attempt
'o reach Mr. Shepard Cañe an I II
He
were shaken at him fnrion
howls of execration went up ir. m U
sides of the hall.
Quiet was a long time coming but
It
dually arrived Chairman
when
Walsh ruled that Inasmuch as Mr.
Shepard had attempted to nominate a
candidate who was not a member ot
the independence party he was out of
,
order.
A frantic yell of approval went up
from the audience.
Mr. Shepard started to leave the
P.
platform nnd Sargeants-at-Arm- s
Brust and Prank Anneburg. realising
what might happen to Shepard, stepped close to his side as ha started
s

;

down

the

slab--

,

Instantly arrowd of delegates, all of
them In an ugly mood, closed In. and
for a minute or two Shepard was In
actual danger.
Bruat and Anneburg almost carried
him and fought their way foot by foot
along the passageway. John Dally, u
Ifth as-r- k
delegates from the
Cltv.
sembly district of
lead wi n
truck viciously
not been
usly
might have
Dally was
down
Jured
th vr-- a
Into a
geant-- i
taken
the had.
to the
m-e- d

He losl
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

rapidly and widely extended and gov-- i ooooooooocxxococxxxxxoooo
Interests of labor.
The Independence party condemns ernment postal savings banks should
the arbitrary use of the writ of In- be established where the people's de
ALBUQUhkOUE, NEW MEXICO
junction and contempt proceedings as posits will be secure, the money to be
Capital and Surplus, $100.000.00
a violation of the fundamental Ameri
loaned to the people In the locality of
can right of trial by jury.
the several banks and at a rute of In
ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
INTEREST
From the- foundation of our govern terest to be fixed by the government.
(JumI Itoiul- -.
ment down to 187L' the federal Judiciary
act prohibited the issue of any In
We favor the Immediate develop
junction without reasonable notice un- ment of a system of good roads, con.
We assert that necting states and national uld to
til after a hearing.
Good Things to Eat.
ARD H O 1 U U 1 H 6
In all actions growing out of a disstates in the construction and main
Albuqnerfu, Now
Telephone IT.
A
8111
Teem.
Wee
pute between employers and employee tenance of post roads.
light.
Censorship.
concerning terms or conditions of emHe declared that Mr Shepard aetr-Postal
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL

HELEN IS

National League.
Won. Lout. P.C.
54

5i

New York

go
45

Philadelphia
Cincinnati .

47
40
82

f

Boston

Brooklyn
St. Louis

.07

35
38
31

.."Mi

,t$i

44

.516
.455
.372

48
54
57

31

.30L'

American League.
Won. Lost P C.
34
51
.622
GS
38
.382

Detroit
St. Louis

Chicago . . .
Cleveland
Philadelphia

51
47
44
41

.

.

Boston

Washington
New York

:u

.456
.386

a:'

U

.356

.528
...07

Won. Lost P.C.

Sioux CHy
Lincoln .
Denver

54
55
61

.'.
.

..

38

.

4

Scene

Chicago

K. H. B.
s

ma onu Jffi

Brooklyn

n$Q 004)

Batteries overall
and Bergen.

(Mil-

und

'i

t-

'J

2

8

Kllng;

Jit-Inty-

OX THE MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
TO SAN FRANCISCO AND OLD MEXICO.

COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN T0WNSITE
It has fine shade tices and a beautiful lake. School

JOHN BECKER.

$100 an acre to the grower.
The
TEXAS WILL PRODUCE
Texas filler is very muc h lik.' Cuban
THE FINEST OF TOBACCO tobacco. Formerly indeed it was the

CENTRAL AVENUE IS

custom of the Cuban planters to
come to Texas to get the seed of the
Wrappers and Cuban
frufll l.onc Star State will Soon wild tobacco that grows see abundantly in the southwest section, and
Hake the Five Cent Cigar
to use It to cross fertilice It with the
t'uban plants. A big syndicate supposed to be backed by the tobacco
ISpeeiut (errreeinelni
Mornlna Jiiurnull trust K raising tobacco in
1st Texas.
San
Antonio,
Texas. July 28.
government
experiin addition.
Texas send? glad news to tie smnk- - ments at Halletisvllle in the San
ers of America. Instead of a sear-cit- y Anionic) territory, show the same soil
of wrappers
and tillers that and the same quality of tobacco.
A
m:,ke Hn"'k" '"" stei'" ror the company composed of Chicago capiaverage mans poettetbook, Texas is talists, and headed by C, L Peurce,
10
'" Iu,nisn u
now a resident nt this ity, have ae
lun-rint.. micsi
wiap- - qulred large holdings In that neigh'pers and Cuban tillers, at prices that borhood and will develop the tobacco
minus freight and duties will in u Industry.
few years make ten cent cigars tive
Tobacco Is also a lemonstrated
cents, and the "two-fors- "
no longer crop of the ma Orande ralley, where
a badge
of dishonor.
Government this rich alluvial soil make by sucexperiments carried cm an extensive cessive deposits of silt In Moods, gives
scale for four or five years have dem- a condition peculiar adapted to raisonstrated that Sumatra wrappers and ing a true Cuban tobOCCO. A big deCuban tillers an be raised in Texas. velopment Is planned for that section
Commercial utilisation of thine ex- and Texas holds out the glad hope
periments is now being made on a of a good smoke of the fifteen cent
large- scale, and Texas is destined to variety at half the price.
become In a few years the great to- bacco producing state of the union,
Rev. I. W, Williams Testifies,
Speaking (or these planters, John
Rev. I, W. Williams, Huntington.
r'al' stlt1' """ W, Va., testifies as follows: "This Is
H:
m''y'l''
to certify that I used Foley's Kidney
oí the
them, reports
cetlent financial returns. and ggyi Remedy for nervous exhaustion and
trouble, and am free to say
that after four years tobacco has De kidneyFoley's
Kidney Remedy will do
that
ponía his most profitable crop,
He all that you claim for It." J. H.
raises the Sumatra wrapper under O'Rlelly and Co.
shade, having seventeen acres nn
Sumatra

CLOSED FOR

Extensive Improvements
dei Way Between Twelfth
and Fourteenth
otieetS
Track to be Raised,
Un-ro-

uld

lili-c-

is

--

c

ii

ex-c-

1

1

02

c

xpe-n-t-

Philadelphia 3: ChUugo 0.
Philadelphia
Chicago, July 28.
shut out the locals here today, 2 to 0.
.

Boston

Clevcliuiil

r.

3

5

1

r,

Weaver;

.

ll

Waabinctoft t: St. Louis .
St. Louis, July 38. Cnglaub's single in the algteenth, after Wálluce had
fumbled Milan's easy grounder with
two men out. gave Washington ene
run In a two to one victory.
R D R.
Score
'J
I
St. L. .ooo ool oon ooo oou o
Wash, .loo ooo ooo tioo ooo
li t
and Stephens;
Batteries Dlneen
Johnson, Kg hoe and Warner.

12

WESTERN LEAtil

First game

0IOU

City

Batteries

Mdse. of Integrity.

Embroidered Batiste Robes
Below Cost

consisting eif Arnold's Organdie. Mlgnon, Calumet. Hallsle and
sue luxuriant. Bohemian tissue and e'hlffou brilliant, selling
regular at 13V4c and Kic. On sale while they last, pgr yard

3

4

3

with a hatting rally.
Score

Des Moines

...000

000

R
o.1--

H
11

3

.000 030 000

3

4

Sanders and lbrsnd;
Corbett. Bohannon and MeDonough.
AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION.
1

i'aul

1.

Tis"7

OARMENTkt

R

Off

One-Ha- lf

'..VI

MOM".

Wash Olnghatn Petticoats, dainty
stripes, made with bias ruffle
Wc
flounce. Ipactai
(llngham Petticoats
made
with deep ruffled flounce. Spec

Wash

h.V

lal
A

broken line of Taffeta Silk Pet-tl- e
evits In hlaca and white stripe
und solid colors', Special
.

--

two-clas-

.Lt

quality Black Sateen Pettl-sjng- ti
deep nee ordlon and tucked
flounce mide wllh the famous
Special ...$1.85
M'tiee Yoke.
In changeable and solid
broken line of Taffeta lUk'Vettlcoa
colors, made, with circular, lucked and tailored flounce.

p

COMOM18T

.YH

Special

T

MILLINERY SALE

,..

p

TU

A

SI RtiEONS.
Phone

N. M.

Such pretty hats, too, and yet If we keep them until too late In
in. season iicey ulll lie out of style. Among them sre large Oalns-oug- h
bo
flowered trimmed hats, children's and girls' while lingerie
and a number of close fitting hats In fact, a hat for every style
aw Were $7.r0 to Ji; i0. Sale price
--

,

$.5

(Week

Ending August

1.

HQS.)

1030

R. L. Ml 'ST

Rooms

Coffee and

Physician and Surgeon
6 and
T. Arml.io build.
. N,
Ing. Albuquerque, N. M.

& TlJLL
Practice Limited
Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe Coast
Lines.
Office State National Bank
'''
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m ;

DRS. SHADRACH

Tea

to

S

p. m.

HOMEOPATHS.
DRS, BRONSON & BRONSON

You

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann's Drug Store. Phones: Office
residence, 1059. Albuquer-- .

can't possibly make

good coffee from an inferior brand. Crystal
coffee, at 30 cents per
pound, we confidently believe, is the best brand
ever sold in Albuquerque.

8:

que, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Rooms
44.

Dental Surgeon.
Burnett building. Phone
Appointment mads by mail.
3.

ASSAY
W,

JENK8

113

SOLri AGENT.
W. Central.

5(18

Phone 338

g
Tn

ERS.

Assayer.
Mining and Me tallurgicul Engineer.
09 West Fruit sVenue, Postofriee Ho
173. or at office of F. H. Kent.

T.N. Linville

South Third street
CIVIL EN í INKERS.

PITT ROSS
Count Surveyor.
Attorney before V. S Land Depart
ment Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engine ering. Cold avenue, opposite
Morning journal office.

,Kv'',mt WttKKttKKHtBKBWi
.

White and jintent leather,
some with BugtfT Hrowu.
others with harness buckles; regular price's 35e to
10c, regular at. eac h 'J.V;

KXOLl MV ftlcT

PETTICOAT
SPECIAL
VALUES

C

nn values
K or brown
Hc
silk glow
button
IHe
button black or brown silk glove, 200 values
11.76 riusllty Kayser 1 bution silk glove
$1.83
lü.zr, ipisllty Kayser 16 button silk glove
fi.1l
I'.'.'J.'e
Z.7t iiusllty Kayser U button Silk glove
$a..'i0 quality Kayser embroidered arm
II. 70
p
.t
ioc quality
Ksyscr gloVe, smsll
Kayssr glove, small sises
75c
11.00 quality
Si nn
11.10 'piiillty two-- i laxp Kayser glove, small sites
The above Includes entire stuck in all colors, black, white, pfnk,
sky. tan, brown, etc.
10c.
lisle glove. Z&r kind
Child's
14

two-clas-

At Columbus: Columbus 2: Kan-City 1 fio Innings)
Louisville z: Mini
At Louisville:
i,
l
T. Ie.be: Toledo .V. Milwaukee I.
luillaimpiells
.'i.
M liieliiinlpolls:

Delicious

MAIL ORDERS EILLEJD PnOMPTIiT.

All Wash Jacket Suits.
All Wash Skirts.
All While Wool Suits.
All While Wool Skirls.
All Pongee Coals.
All Whtte Wool Coats.
All Hlii. k Silk Ceats.
All Rain Coats.
All Luce Co ta. All Silk Jacket Suits.

Silk Glove Specials
lilac

two-clas-

m

.'tfCADT-TO-WEA-

lieeoel

IK

Albuquerque,

QUODS iiOUSE.

.

Your choice of all sizes
25c and 35c.

Omaha 10: Driier I.
Omaha. July 28. Omaha bunched
hits today Bnd won easily from Denver
t
s 10 to 3 score.
H. H. B
Score
loS 301 000 li II 1
Omaha

M

BURTON
Highland Office. 610 S. Wall''".

WKttttKBKtKKKKM

"wwo"

woman In Albuquerque who knows smart apparel knows
what this sale means to her, and will at Ottce realise the importance
of It. This Is an v. nt that WILL SAVE YOL MONEY.
l s Jl'HT
ON THESE (. ARM i
WHEV YOl ARE KE EDINO

large and varied assortment of
Children's Dress's, In all colors, made
of geie.il ipmlliy Gingham.
Percale
trimmed In Feather Stlteh Brulrt.
Embroidery and Tucking

100 .000 010 -- 2 fi
Pueblo
Batteries Wltherup and Welgiu
Jones und Mltse.

LevelMattel les

Bvery

A

Pueblo i.
28.
The loci
th' eighth todi

THa

and

One-fourt- h

CHILDREN'S
DRESSES

Mc-

PHYSICIANS
DR. S. L

Journal Want Ads Get Results Try a Morning Journal Want!

Now in the eastern market

1

Kay and Henry.

l

is

4

II

will go.

I

making selections In antic ipation of the demands Dame Fashion will
make Upon us this Kail and Winter sod In consequence every dollar's arrth 'ef women's apparel has been mark.'d down to the lowest notch.

50 Pieces of Wash Goods

R. II E

003 000 0003
Bonno and Zlnran;

Des Mollies
Des Moines, July
beat Pueblo out In

AND WOMAN'S

Our Buyer

!

EXTRA SPECIAL

Sullivan;

and
Jones
Batteries
Crutcher and Shea.
Seond game
3lo ooo
Lincoln

Texas,

e

-

H

CARDS

This Mark Stands for

Belts

K

4

PROFESSIONAL

Children's

Til I

ooo ooo oio l
003 000 0003

Llnooln
Sioux City

Kansas city. Mo.
Window frames. $1.75. Albuquerque
Pinning Mill.

Secretary.

ATTORNEY
July 21. The JOHN W. WILSON
prohibition issue is still In
Attorney at Law
doubt. Both "wets" and "dry's" claim Collections Made. New State National
the victory. The latest returns show
Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, N. M.
the "drys" lead only by a thousand
R. W. D. BRYAN
votes.
An reports come in from disAttorney at Law
tant weal Texas counties, the "drys"
building
lead Is dwindled and a final count Office In First National Bank
Albuquerque, N. M,
alone can determine how the state

Fort Worth,

stute-wld-

--

11

I'HONB OHDEKS FILLED PUOMPTLT.

E.

R. H

-

BEittiER,

n

KY GOODS, MIDLINES

c

1

!i

MJtt JQUIiRQUtVS EXCUJS5VE DRV

Semi-mad-

Dlviileil Double Hender at Llnooln.
Lincoln. July. 2. The locals slid
Sioux City divided honors today In a
double-heade- r,
capturing
Sioux City
score,
the opening game by a I to
and Lincoln winning the second. C
to 3.

and customers, thai on and after the
first day of August, wo will adopt a
iheg our
icw business poll y. 'on
store on a CASH BASIS.
After feeur yeafl
faithful effort
to tre at our customers fairly und- r
the old credit system, we have decided thai modern methods
and the
present d ay keen competition mike. .1
cash basis the most desirable from
all point! of view.
The
si salient fact in til" olc sy
tem is this; that port of oik customers pay cash fo:- lhli supplies and
the rest get them at the same price,
and in addition, get the use 0 our
money from thirty to ninety days or
longer.
No nierehanl, with a big
in stock and perhaps
an
equal Investment tied up In book accounts, cuu sell his merchandise on
as close a margin us the cash merchant, who does us much or more
business on half the Investment.
other important points are these:
The cash marchant
is not compelled to add to the price of his goods
the amount he loses In bad accounts.
The cash merchant cm frequently
pick up wares thrown onto the market at a Sac rifice- and turn them over
to his customers at a small margin
of profit, which the credit merchant
could not handle and charge up on

THE E

AT LACS COUNTfctt.
A rare offering will be found In a limited quantity of tint
e
Skills end Material for
White Batiste Robes.
Waists at less than cost of material until losed. These robes are reg$MM
ular I30.M and III. 00 VHlUes. This Week

1

to bltr friends

v.M. m.

:

in appenzcll
work, and
embroldet el. with pearl
re gular
buckles;
pi lee,
lie, at. each
Uc

1

.

.

Women's
Belts

.

.

We wish to announce,

PROHIBITION ISSUE IN
TEXAS STILL IN DOUBT

r

Tub
8.

Important Announcement

er

HHHH-HHa-

This Mark stands for

- Cleveland
July 28
Clevelund,
broke its losing streak today by de- featlng Boston. 5 to 3.
:
K.
H
Score
fi
0
5
.
.300 000 30
Cleveland
.
.100 30Q 0003 7
Boston
llemls,
and
Batteries Rhoades
Burchcll, Arelfan and Crlger.

-

his books.
Nor docs the cash merchant find It
n. i'e
o hold up his
profits In
meeting competition, bj giving his
COOKED
POOD.
home
Saturday, August 1st. at nine a. m.. customers cheaper goods.
Thanking our friends for past p
In the c.lee kleT Building on the
ne
of Cold avenue and Ith street, tronage and determined to have
SQUARE DEAL tor all under our
the Ladle s Aid Soc iety of the Presby-terlanew system, we remain.
church will sell a variety of
Yours very truly.
food.
homo cooked
THB MONARCH OROCBRT COMPANY.
Send your account., notes and
By Hay D. Stevenson, Pre s
Judgments to us for collection. No
collection, no barge. We also huv
HOTEL DENVER. OOIUHER SECeluims.
Collections made against ON D A
Nil COAX; BEST $1.50 PER
railioa.l nú n anywhere in the United DAY HOUSE
IN THE CITY. LOWK( ites.
ivj Its u at once.
EST RATES WEEK OK MONTH :
&
H.
THO8.
VERNE D. EDWARDS, AMERICAN PLAN; TIP TOP AC,
Gibraltar Building.
COMMODATIONS
COME.

HMBaB bb

It. H. E.
0
2

1,000 BUSINESS

Houses,

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President.

i

Score

CITY AND GALVESTON

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

-

Chicago
000 000 no
Philadelphia
.000 loo 001
Walsh and
Batteries
Plank and Powers.

LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS

D

Alderman James H. wroth, chairEven Break at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. July 28. Philadelphia man Of the street committee., wishes
doublc-heade- r
and St. Louis split cvii In
tu notify the public that Central ave
here today, the Hist game gonue from Te nth to Fourteenth street
ing eleven innings.
R. It. K. is closed for repairs until further noFirst game
7
St. Louis ...M0 000 WD 100
2
lle...
This section of the street has
Philadelphia 000 0,00 Onil 01 J 7 i
oeen oicicKacic.,1
un wiicicien Dai t iers
Halterios Lush und
Spin lis
tind for the lime being carriage's and
Jucklltsch.
1;
11
Second game
i:. other rehlcles will have to use. the ae".- t
3
0110 01
0 Joining
St. Louts
80
streets, The bed of the street
5
Philadelphia ...000 000 010
track
between Tenth and Psfer
w
Ig;
..ni
Batteries Raymond and
teenlh streets has been excavated"
Ftltchte, Moren and Dooln.
preparatory to raising the track sev
Cincinnati I; Boston '1.
oral Inches to conform to the new
Hoston, July 28. Llndamun's wild
ness and two errors gave Cincinnati, contour of the street which Is to be ,.r(,(1. uginR ;f0 ()00 neil f(.,,t ()f
Arched from the center like Tijeras ber for this purpose.
today's game 4 to 2.
He averages
R. fU K. Í uve nue and either streets now being t,00 pounds to the acre, which tells
Scon
Cincinnati
tor fifty cents a pound. The crop is
...002 000 goo 4 r. &j filled In,
Huston
000 01
000 2 7 2
The v. rk of tilling Tijeras avenue expensive to handle, but he says
Batteries Ewlng and Sehlel; Lin has been com plated as far as Four- - yields a net profit of $600 ah acre,
daman, Dorner, Houltes und Bower teenth stre t ami the steam roller has The Sumatra wrapper em aCeOUríl of
man.
bi n busy on it for the past week or. Its extreme thinness and lightness is
so. The result Is a splendid hard used exclusively
as wrappers for
Sixteen limlmr Tic at New York.
gravel thoroughfare whic h with a lit-- : cigars, and is much sought after by
TV,., num.,
Tail., --,Wu.
Vo... V..,.L.
1
,,in, ui.ij
B,i.e. V' tie attention will furnish a fine sur- - manufacturers, who pay fancy prices
tween PBtsPUrg and New York resultface Indefinitely. A large force Of men for It. The Te xas Sumatra wrapper
ed In a sixteen inning tie, the game Is being employed on the Central ave- is pronounced by
xperts to ha so
being culled on account of darkness.
nue improvements and progress will nearly Identical with the- foreign pro.
It. II. K. be rapid.
Score
duct that It is difficult
tell them
Ptsb'g too 001 000 000 00H
The cement tlmne for tile waters of apart.
3
ooo
e
ooo
2
ooo
,000
oot
n. r.
is
Texas also produces finethe. acequia ae ros Central avenue' at
igar' llll- Batteries Willis and Glbeon; Wilts Foui
street has been practic ally era. This grade Is much less .
ami Bresnahan.
cultivate, and yields about
completed.
jsIvp
AMERICAN LEAGUE,
1

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

Cut-O- ff

dcl

ONE-THIR-

.370

Chicago 8: Brooklyn 2.
Brooklyn, July St. Chicago won
the series from the home team by
taking today1 hume,
kiii,'- - in. me
run, scoring h man ahead of him In
thi. eighth inning, clinched the game
for Chicago.

Located on the Belen

The Santa Fe Hallway Company has here the largest terminal yards on its system from Chicago to California which with an elegant Harvey Ealing House, a commodious depot, mall and express office; roundhouse
ror elgnteen stalls; tracks to accommodate 1,086 cars. The lots offered for sale adjoin lbs
grOuuda and Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade treets. etc.
THE l'HICES OF LOTS ARE LOW; TERMS EASY.
CASH; BALANCE O.N NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEAHS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN

LEAt.FE.

NATIONAL

29, 1908

BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

5

58

JULY

AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.
WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS.
Churches, a Commercial Club. Mercantile Store of all classes. Patent Roller Mills, a Winery, the
new Hotel Belen, with all modern iuipro ementa: restaurants.
Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc. etc, etc.
POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND

Helen. New Mexico, lies In Hie valley of the Rio Uraiulc.

.411

56
58

34

ALBlQlEKyiE. NEW MEXICO,

THE BELEN T0WNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT

.543
.505

43

Pueblo
Des Moines

.587

3 'J

;n

SOIT1I OE

MILES

E

.r,o

4o
42
13
49
54

Western League.
Omaha

THIRTY-ON-

.575

3

WEDNESDAY,

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

8T AX DING OP THE TEAMS.

Pittsburg
Chicago

MORNING JOURNAL

2

Mile. of

Intirlte

WASH DRESSES at About
One-HaPrice
lf

Choice of 300 Women's and Misses, Wash Dresses, one nd two
styles, made of lingerie, mulls, white or figured lsns, white
linens snd colored madras cloths. Wo still have an sgcelteOI assortment of sizes and slyles to choose froqi. We have lot numbered eviTy
.
one of
wash elrcsscx for easy choosing and prices have been
slushed below cost of manufacture to effect a clearance.
Rleca

the-se-

WASH OR TUB SUITS
Lot 0. worth to $1.50, at
Lot 1, worth to $2.50 at
Lot a. worth to $3.50, at
Lot I, worth to $5.00. at
Loi t, worth to $7.50, at
Lot 5, worth to $.00, at
Lol
worth to $10.00, at
lxit 7, worth to $U50, at
Lol K. worth to $15.00, at
Lot I, worth to. $22.50, at
,

NAD1A

CORSET
SPECIAL
These Corsets are made
specially for us, the brand
Is our own and we guarantee them.
Nadla style 2 and I, worth
11.10 and are aa good
as any $1.50 Corset you
Can buy; our Introductory Price
$1.00
Nadla Style t, $1.71 value

at

$1.35

Nadla Style II and II are
the atylea you usually
pay $2.00 tor. at.. $1.50
Compare them and It
not as we say your money
will be refunded.

gge

ll.Vg
.'

$!.9H

;.og

$1,18
$5.$$
$7.$$
$M.M

$9.M
$13.50

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

EMBER

I

I

'
h

WEDNESDAY,

ner. Goebel reached a 1dc track,
where the military train had been de.
DEATH OF
E TO
NEW CHAIRMAN
laved in passing a freight. Just In
Uoebcl.
coach.
to
the
catch
last
lime
cled in pajamas and with blood
streaming down his face, burst in
upon a group of astonished offlccis,
PUT BUTTER ON
CONGRESSIONAL
they
who. for a moment, thought
were being visited by a ghotd. When
Rooms
FOR RENT
they had recovered from their surroom
with modprise, a surgeon was summoned, who
FOR RENT A nice
nigh graoc men to fill of Immm
locomotive Jumps From High WANTED
COMMITTEE
ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
after axamlning the soldier, found
fice, mercantile and technical posl
Sliver, or phone 1138.
tf
him but slightly the worse for his exby tions In the southwest. 201Southwestern
Trestle; Crew Scalded
Personal Property Leans
E. Central
His face was somewhat
Business Association,
perience.
RENT Furnished rooms, Ught
FOR
avenue. Albuquerque, N. M. Phone
housekeeping or lodging;
lacerated from contact with the gravlarge,
Escaping Steam.
tt
267.
a
few
were
el
and
there
ballast
light and modern; bath, etc.; one
Illinois
Succeeds
of
McKinley
Be
ot
Expensive
Creamery
bruises on his body, none of which
WANTED Young man of good adblock north of park. H. E. cor. Eighth
FURNITURE. PIANOS. ORGANS, st.
Moraine Jouraal aaectnl Lmh4 Wlre.
dress for lucrative position In Niv ON
and Kent ave. Rates moderate.
Sherman Who Quits to Run were serious enough to excite alarm
Chattels;
Added to City's Important In- (ByBueblo.
Wagons
other
and
Horses,
Colo., July 28. In a ter Mexico.
Ooebel left for Santa Fe, with his
Excellent salary and liberal also on Salaries and Warehouse Reman ceipts, as low as 814.00 and as high as FOR RENT Room at 424 North 6th
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that proper use be made of the road
May Never Uve to Farv Trial.
disease, but also for the eure of all caline.
fund and that we huve good roadn.
tarrhal, bronoblal and throat affections,
2M,
Thomas A use them. Procuring s box. I used except the Janitor; that she had ap$3200 New 5 room brick cottage,
New Tork, July
small protlnn and the hen tit plied to Mm. Teal for a position unacoom pained with catarrhal discharge,
The character of roads to he built
well built; close In, fourth ward.
Mclntyre. of the defunct firm of T. A only
I derived was so pronounced that I der the name of Mise Wlnton and that
hoarseness, sore throat, lingering, or
and the line of work are determined
$20006 room frame cottage, bath
hang on coughs, and aU those wasting Mclntyre é Co.. is said to be serious was given proof of the value of this she hsd applied for another position
windmill, near shops and car
by the Good Roads Asaoelatlon.
FRENCH FEMALE
affections which, If not oromptlf and ly III at Old Point (Comfort. Vu.. and medicine as a cure for backache,
Une.
and on the stage undre the name of Mabel
Mr. S. M. Porterfield Is authorised
proper I r treated are liable to terminal
he may not live to stand trial on the
cottage,
Union. i. which she said was her midto receive payment of the road tax. $1700' 4 room frame
In eonsumptlon.
Take Dr. Pierce's Dis- Indictments brought against him by all Ills arising from deranged
modern; Highlands, close In.
A Ran,
.Tin Riuar V liini
covery In time and persevere In IU ue
the
for
public
name.
convenience
dle
and
the
of
UMIf
ICmiNVRTIll. ("in NpM itIr I'ft.aH
until you gire It a fair trial and It Is not the Arm's creditors.
For sale by hII dealers. Price 60
ftrtmn CttMr$UlM (t Mi.ner Krftn
will make calls when he can do so or
WHIaPMtllam
likely to disappoint. Too much mutt not
topiftM
o
In FreiM-f- i Waters.
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
Wins
payment can be made at Porterfield
ldKm
frta, If
Mplei
H I M
hn
Uft;t
rrlw4.
be expected of it. It will not perform
Foley's Orino bazanve, the new lax- St
have tbria
jour rtir tu Rtf
York, sole agents for the United
and Co., 216 West Oold avenue. The WBAL STATE, EMSUBANCB,
Havre, July 21. At the InternaIraciea. It will net eure consumption
RUfl
ative, stimulates, but does not IrriUNITED MEDICAL CO.. ftOR 74, UNOum, P.
MMUM. LOANS.
law will be strictly enforced.
tional regatta here today Sir Thomas
I ta advanced
stages No medicine will, tate. It Is the beat laxative. Guaran- States.
b tetU
W. H. GILLJSNWATKR,
Remember
the name Doana
Linton's Shamrock won the race for
cure the affections that lead up to teed or your money back. J. H
ft
ÍÍJ5Í tí. Second. Phone 674
eoswampttoa, if takm tn Urns.
Supervisor.
seventy footera.
and take no other.
Hold in Albuquerque by 3. H. O'R Icily.
O'R Icily and Co.
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was favorable.
Profit taking took
something from the extreme advances
In the late trading. Closing stocks:
7ST4
Amalgamated Copper
Amer. Smelting and Refing ... 83
106 H
do pfd
130
Amer. Sugar Refining
23 Vi
American Woolen
45
Anaconda Mining Co
87
Atchison
92 V4
do pfd
51
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
107
Canadian Pacific
192
200
Central of New Jersey
12 n
Cncs&peake an I Ohio
6
Chicago Great Western
Chicago and North Western ...158
140
Chicago, Mil. and St. Paul
C. C. C. and St. Loub
5j58
32 Si
Colorado Fuel and Iron
32
Colorado and Southern
61
do 1st pfd
57
do 2nd pfd
Denver and Rio Grande
t
do pfd
64
35
Distillers' Securities
141
Illinois Central

FINANCE AND
COMMERCE

Arlsona Commercial
Greene Cananea

expected to occur In the course éf the
These included the delivery of
the speech of acceptance of the nomination for the presidency by the republican candidate and the Quarterly report of earnings of the United
States Steel corporation. There was
11
Injected Into the situation also the of- Interborough-Me- t
31
do pfd
ficial Intimation that the Interstate
108 t
commerce commission would Investi- Louisville and Nashville
14gate the reasonableness of Increased Mexican Central
52
freight rates of which they might re- Missouri Pacific
ceive notice In advance of complaints Missouri, Kansas and Texas ... 30
107
against those rates. There were, fur- New York Central
"
thermore, the conference over the af- New York Ontario and Western 41
Pennsylvania
.124
yj
fairs of the Gould railroads and the Pittsburg C.
C. and St. Iouis . . rt
surmises which these events gave rise
1(16
161
to. The result of these various fac- Pullman Palace Car
Rock
Co
Island
tors was to stir up a considerable de
do pfd
33
gree of feverishness in the stock marISt. Louis and Son Fran 2nd pfd 26
ket which was reflected in the previous Southern
Pacific
ft
fluctuations of prices. The situation
do pfd
119
In the Gould group came In for an
Texas and Pacific
24
unexpected amount of attention. The Union
Pacific
15
return from Europe of the head of
do pfd
82 Vj
the system was followed by statements
United States Steel
45 Vá
for publication indicating that plans
1AL '
tin r.f1
for providing for $8,000,000 Wheeling
3l "
.,,'.','.'.','.
utah Cfp
& Lake Erie notes falllnj? due on Au
Bonds were Irregular.
Total sales
gust 1 and guaranteed by the Wabash
United States
remained to be formulated. This state- par value $2.403.000.
per cent on
ment of tire situation caused uneasi- J's registered advanced
ness and was' responsible for the early call.
violent break In Missouri Pad lie. The
BOSTON STOCKS AND BONDS.
early impression was reviewed with
the growth of a conviction that the
settlement of the Wheeling & Lake
Closing Prices.
Erie note matter would Involve the Money
entry into the Gould properties of the Call Loans
2
.20
Harriman interests looking to the Time Loans
4
.Si
Westneutralization of the projected
Bonds
ern Pacific as a competitor of the Atchison Adjustable 4s .
8D
.Southern Pacific. Another line of sur- Atchison 4s
96
mise regarding the new alliance was Mexican Central 4s
80
strong
by
of
tone
the Railroads
the
Indicated
Advantageous arrange Atchison
Erie issues.
87 V,
ments between the Erie and the
92
do pfd
Could eastern outlet project were In UntonPacHIc
153
decmovement.
The
ferred from this
Miscellaneous
laration of the regular quarterly divi- Amer Arge. Chemical
24
dend on the Harriman Pacifies and in
do nfd
92B
advance of the usual period and
130
Amer Sugar
announcement of the early departure
do pfd
126
vaon
an extended
of Mr. Harriman
'Amer Woolen
23
cation trip, kept alive the supposition
91
do nfd
of urgency In the working out of the rjencrai Electric
145
The deter
projected arrangements.
46
states Steel
minatlon implied by the statement of
108
flo pffl
the Interstate commerce commission to
oppose Increase In rates was account Adventure
7
ed to the Inspiration of the chief ex- Allouez
34
ecutive and was the subiect of some Amalgamated
14
troubled comment In the financial dis- - Atlantic
15
trlit. Much has been based on th Bingham
90
ability ot me railroads to uring itnntit cnhimet and Heela
66
a higher rales of compensation for Centennial
27
transportation services as a method of Copper Bange
22
extrication from the mianclal pressure ply West
10
caused by the present contracted earn- - Franklin
115
lligs. The anxiety on the subject was or,inhy
102
not of long effect on the stock mar- - tsc Royalp
22
6
ket as the tone gradually became Mass. Mining
strong. After the appearance of Judge Michigan
.
13
Taft's speech of acceptance prices f Mohawk
64
gradually reached the highest point of! Montana Coal and Coke
70
39
the day. Reports from authorlatlvc joid. Dominion
.
. .104
sources pointed to the substantial bet- - Osseloa
ferment of the health of the copper Parrot
.27B
... 96B
market. It was known that the
ted States Steel quarterly report would Tamarack
76
14
not be published until uftcr the mar- - Trinity
.... 6
ket closed and It was counted upon drilled Copper
61
that any unfavorable showing in the United States Mining
report would be accepted as past his- United State Oil
.... 23
tory. It remains to be seen how the Utah
.... 46
6
fact will be digested that unlllled or-- ! Victoria
6
on bind on June 30 had fallen Winona
138
to 3,343,000 tons, a falling off of 452,-00- 0 Wolverine
81
tons from the March 31st show- North Butte
26
ing, and the lowest tonnage on the Butte Coalition
14
order books since the September 80th Nevada
17
report In 1U04. News from the crop Calumet and Arizona
day.

BUYERS TAKE

St. Louis Wool.
July 28. Wool

Auction of Worsteds

Steady;
medium grades, combing and clothing
18020c: light line 16$j16V4c; heavy
line 11 12c; tub washed 1927c.
St. Louis,

I

l?---

L

'

....

,

1

,,,,,,

jnc

....

.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL LUMBER.

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.

North First Street.

Albuquerque, New Mexlct

by

IS

THE BEST

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS

HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

rAABE

the

rNa

& MAUGER

ed as Significant Indication.

J. KORBER & CO.
PIPE-CLEANIN-

212 N. Second St

G.

DAVIS & ZEARING

EXTRA

Ms West Gold A

nave the finest thing la the
oven line for a gaa or gasoline
stove. Call and lot us show them
to you.

SPECIAL

Price $2.25
and repairing Is one of cur specialties.
Making elbows and Joints Is another.
We art; expert Plumbers
in all
branches and aro noted for doing
good work thoroughly, In a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We uso
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
should ho pleaaed If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. You
won't regret It.

HARDLY
ALIKE

Canton say that the scenes following
the typhoon of Monday night las' are
Thousands of China
were drowned.
The typhoon 'n its
loss of life 'and damage to '.h p,inj;
eclipsed the typhoon of 1906.
Returns received here show thai the
loss to European shipping wis l'?ss,
vet-scbut that over a hundred natlvwere wrecked.
heart-rendin-

-

ls

ly

or elsewhere until after the

elec-

tion and It itiuv be some time than
after before conditions Improve. However, in my opinion, prices have about
reacnen me nottorn.
The wool men
of New Mexico have fared very well
this season when the condition of the
market Is kept in mind. This announcement ij the auction by the Arl-

SALE PRICE

Pittsburg, July 28. Late . tonight
the contestants in the race for the
Hower trophy held a meeting at the
Hotel Srhenley following which announcement was made that the contest
would be abandoned In this city. Of
the four cars arriving here toduy from
Cambridge Springs with perfect scores,
two withdrew tonight, leaving but two
Pierce cars In the contests. The occupants of these cars decided not to
continue the run. A further meeting
will be held tomorrow.

ODELL TO WORK FOR
TICKET IN NEW YORK
July 28. Former Oov-ern(Hell came down from Ne.
burgh and held an hour's conference
late today with Chairman Wi.eliu'l
of the republican state committee, on
the situation in this state. The wMt
of the former governor was take i u
ak" a
Indicate that he Intended to
in i It iff
more active part In politics
campaign than he has for some i'me
past, and the view was confirme ! later by Chairman Woodruff, who staled
that Odell stood ready to do all he
could for the state and national tickets.
New York,

busy-seaso-

Heating Company
YOUR DAILY BREAD
If

SEE THEM

i

IN OUR

SECOND STREET

ing.

"The buying season is about at an
end and any further depression that
may occur will have very little effect1
locally."
Mr. Vandewart expects to leave for
Boston In about two weeks, lie and
his assistants have put In a Vary
In spite of the quiet condition
of the market and his total purchases
for the season amount to more than
4,000,000 pounds In New Mexico and
something above .',000,000 pounds In
Arizona. The price paid for this large
line of wool has varied between 9 and
12 cents, with an average of 11 cents
us ugainst prices of from 16
to 21
cents paid last season. It Is confidently expected that by the season of l0!i
conditions In the woolen markets will
have righted themselves to a considerable extent and that a return to
something like the conditions of 1907
may be expected.

Standard Plumbing and

$1.25

ington mills Indicates very clearly the
condition of the market and shoy
that those who huve been dissatisfied
GLIDDEN TOURISTS WITH
with the prices pa hi during the seaPERFECT SCORES QUIT son have really very little kick com-

WINDOW

should come from ihls bakery.
That Im If you want the beat that
fine flour and skilled baking can
produce, Suppose you have us
send you a loaf or so every
morning for a while anyway. It
will be a change from home baking, a rest for you and a treat
to the entlru family.

you have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order

a

sample at once.

PROMPTLY FILLED.

The Matthew

W. Mold.

THE WM.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

Wool. Hldea and Palta
SpeoiaUty.
MiBl'giTKRQtIK
liAB

Plumbing
SCIENTIFIC

la. IsOT.)

lpar

ArrlT.
Frusa the Kast
M j
So. 1. anuthsrn Csl. BspraM.. 7:41 p
l
11:1 p I
Nn. I. Csllfnrnls Llmlttit
1J:46
Up
No. 7, North. Csl.
Mll..ln
Msx. I it, Kxp. , 11 :li P 11:10 s
Mo. I, El P.

BOOSTERS

Kt

th Wsst
1:11 s
I
Nn. 1, Chlcscn Put Mall
a p
í:Mp
No. i chiras
Limitad
Nn. I, Obi.
Ksn. city Ixp.. I ta p 7:10 p
Peeoa Vallar Traías
From

ts

Denuded Trees at Fort Sumner
l'nliolz Makes Poor Showing.
Boston. July -- 8. Tommy Murphy,
Blossoming Forth Again-Bene- ficial
of New York, had the better of RuKoaarstl an
Nn. 11, Amarillo,
a
Africa,
Unholf, of South
dolph
Carlabsd
Rains in Eastern No. 11. From
Usrlahad.Roaaall
throughout the twelve rounds of the
10:11
Amarillo
and
New Mexico.
main bout In the lightweight class at
From the Booth
No. 10. Chi., Daa. A K. C. i..10 a 7 00 a
the Armory Athletic club tonight. The
Nn. 10 connacta at Lamr with branch train
New Yorker did all the leading and (Special t of
at all local polnta Is
rffuusUi Morning Journal. for Manta Fa sad sinpa
blowg
one
to
T. hi PURDT. Arnt.
from
the
five
landed
Sumner. N. M.. July 27. As Naw liaxlcn.
Port
Boer, although
the latter had the
harder punch and with faster work another Indication that Port Sumner
.s not to be dlped off the map by any
might have had the decision.
Resolved that all orders for
old kind of a tornado, even the cot-- l
of any and all kinds
supplies
To Welcome Athletes.
on wood trees which
were stripped
and f r all purposes be made out
foliage by the recent
New York, July 28. According to bare d
on tho regular requisition blank a
torm are putting forth new
present plans New York will officially
of the Irrigation Congress pro.
'I hit. Is symbolic of the way
we come America's athletes August 16. leave.
vlded for that purpose, and said
For ftuinner Is rising from IU debris
requisition must be signed by
so that at present all traces of the
Death Claims (general True.
of the auditing
r.haltinan
by
damage
done
the big storm are
or in his absence by ta
Kansas, Illinois, July 28. BrlgidlT
rapidly disappearing.
acting chairman; that all btlU
General James M. True died tonight,
There was a hlg rain hTe last night
85 years old
Incurred must be properly voui'h-nrewas
general
in
part
Ihe
this
of
which
,
before payment and audited
territory
great
beneand which was of
Sorry He Spoke .
any meeting of the auditing
at
fit to crops.
Barber Rasor all right, sir?
committee, by the chairman of
The telephone company has the
Customer My dear man, If you
sag) committee, ur In his absence
new
now
line
Installed
have
litted
and
It
d never have
hadn't mentioned
by the acting chairman
In
up
exchange
drug
modern
the
a
known there wa a rasor on my face.
W. B. HOPKWKL.L.
store building.
Barber Thank you.
Chairman.
M. Rooney Is putting up a new conCustomer I thought you were usR. E. TWITCIIRIX.
crete building, one of the many new
ing a Hie
8t. Louis Times.
Secretary.
structures that are rising to take the
B KI'ITZ.
e
buildings
TIlClll.
by
pirn
of the
destroyed
Where Slir tiot
Chairman Audit OoM,
Next fall the summer girl will sing the big wind. The new building will
D. A. MAt'PMKHSON,
Of the seaside and Its charm,
accommodate a wholesale liquor store
OKORQE A KNOT.
Although her tan and freckles are and later on It la planned to install
distillery.
uncle's
farm.
Products of her
a
Chicago News.
The Fort Sumner Irrigation company has about completed the repairs
Proof Positive.
on the ditch system and everything Is
go you and Tom are en- ready
Stella
for the water to he turned In.
garr Aflíjanlo im
gaged! Are you aure you really and
truly love him?
Try a Morning Journal Want!
fat mm
Why. f never
Mabel Love him!
MtoshsU iraasas
took one of his presents back to find
araw staULHi
out what It coat! Chicago Tribune. Journal Want Ads Get Results AjaiDtmaqua

IMIal
and Baeasekl A
WHOUKaALK nKALEBg H
i

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing.
All Work Guaranteed
P. A. SMITH,
Phone 657
909 N. 1st,

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
Wa h anilla .v.rythlnf
for Illuatratad Catalog-iItsuad In daalara oslr.

PICTORIAL
ADVERTISING

CiriUC
kJIVjIlJ

"EVERY SIGN
A

SALESMAN"

Talapbnaa

rom-mltte-

405

W.

Central

PHONE 461

aLJ--

a

The Way
Our lumbar

Is

It's Done

aaannfactorad at

r

own mills, from tha pick of the boat

body of timbar la tha aewthwast, according to tha report of tha govera-ment'- s
experts. A larga stoak of dry
spruce dimension on haad.
Why not buy tha beat arhea n k
kinda.
aheap as tha

ahr

Rio Grande Lumber Co
PQ.ma

a

CM-n- t

Id

AND HMMNtJH

silinu

PAINTS,

.

I

111

Arm.

DRS. COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 547.

it B.

It

BRIGGS & CO

408 West Central Ave.

DRUGGISTS
la. arada
nighlasHt

FRANK A. STEPHENS

,

Oar.

Or.

I

n

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
IN THE CITY

Off ICE AND STUDIO

LBATUm

la oar Has. Wrtta
a ad Prist Ldai.

i'ornbr rmar sr. and Gorras

Thos. F. Keleher
HAKNKKH.

WOM

LIQUOR CO.

CONSOLIDATED

SANITARY
MsfaailMW

AMI SALT lOLATA

VMKHH

1

taaasaa a aeseUlt?
Por Cattle and Hoga tha Blggaat Mar
Yet Priesa la Paid.

510 North Srd Street.
Office Phone 420. Parra

GOnONWQ ODS AS

COMPANY

FARR

Wholesale and Retail

DbUUUI

Dairy

Pilone 107.

(CtfecMvs

First titrect.

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS

Company
11

PIONEER BAKERY
207 Kouth

I E. L. Washburn
122 8. 2d.

IIW

AXJBCQÜMQUB.

t:l

THE ROMERO AD SIGN COMPANY

J

Harvest
is at
Hand

New Orleans Cotton.
Wool experts in New Mexico and
New Orleans, La., July 28. Cotton
especially
the buyers take a somewhat
Spot was quiet c cent down on all
gloomy view of the immediate outlook
grades middling 13 c.
in the market and are Inclined to look
for no increase In activity until after
IV -- ion Wool Market.
the election, if Indeed any marked adBoston. July 28. Few buyers have
vance Is to be expected at that time
been on hand this week and the wool
Practically the bulk of New Mexico
market has been quieter than for sev- and
Arizona wools which will be sold
eral weeks past. While prices are no this season
hive been sold or contracthigher the feeling is strong. Quotaed for and the slgniticant events of
tions:
WRITE US ABOUT
the past two or three days on which
TERRITORY.
experts
the
look
with
MACHINERY.
disfavor will
56 O 60
Fine staple
55 O 56 therefore have little affect apon the
Fine medium staple
48
52 situation locally.
Flue clothing .
The most significant event Is the WE ARE THE FARM MACHINERY
45148
Fine medium clothing
AND WAGON PEOPLE.
of an auction on Au50O55 announcement
Half blood
5 in New York City of 50,000
Three-eighth- s
4SW50 gust
blooa
pieces of worsteds and all wool fab
43 O 45
Quarter blood
rics by the Arlington mills, one of
the greatest manufacturers of woolens
Montana Wtl Auctioned Oft.
in
Great Falls, Mont., July 28. The in the world and considered standard
Great Falls wool exchange opened to- of the ITnited States. The auctioning
day for the big sealed bid sale con- ens,this considerable quantity of woolducted In northern Montana this year. ed bynotice of which has been receiv
Fourteen clips aggregating 269,000 en to Albuquerque wholesalers, is takIndicate an overload on the part
pounds were offered and twelve were
to ot tnc mills and an effort to realise
sold at prices ranging from 23
cents, the low price being for that cannot but have a depressing ef16
fect on the market.
dipped wool.
Locally the situation will be but lit
tle effected by this und similar events,
Sleel Trust Dividend Declined.
28. The regular but the buyers, who have practically
4 New York, July
on the pre- done their work for this season, an
quarterly dividends of 1
inclined to think New Mexico produc
ferred and Vi per cent on the com- ers
have come away with much the
mon shares were declared by the directors of the United States Steel cor- better of the argument, although tills
poration today. The directors gave year's prices have been from 35 to 40
per cent lower than those paid in the
out a statement showing the corporafor the serond season of 1307.
tion'! net earnings
Mr. A. Vandewart; of Boston, who
WE HAVE FORTY
ouarter of the first exceeded that of represents
Brown and Adams In the
by
$167.730.
quarter
lirst
the
MENS WASH VESTS
southwest, and who is by I'm
single buyer in the district,
IN FANCY COLORS
DROWNED
THOUSANDS
was asked yesterday us to his view of
TWO
IN HONG KONG TYPHOON the outlook for the immediate future
of the market.
"Locally there will bo little effect
WORTH
(ircuMMiic Aftermath of Great Storm from recent events In the manufue-turnln- g
$1.50 TO $4.00
on China Sea.
section," said Mr. Vandewart,
"but wa have no reason to anticipate
Hong Kong July 28 Reports from any Improvement in thy market loc al-

--

Albuquerque Lumber Co

I

Great Arlington Mills Regard-

.

I

McCormick Line of Implements

VERY

The Metals.
New York, July 28. The London
market for copper was below normal
GLOOMY VIEW OF
with spot quoted at 159 and futures at
59, 15s.
The local market, however,
was steady and unchanged with lake
at $13.000 13.25; electrolytic 312.87
013.00; casting $12.62 (f 12.75. Lead
THE MARKET
was higher at 13, Is, 3d in London.
but remained unchanged at 14.47
$4.50 In the local market. Spelter declined to 19, 2s, 6d in London. Locally the market was firm and 10 CONSIDER CHANGES SLIGHT
points higher at $4.600 4.65. Bar silFOR EARLY IMPROVEMENT
ver 52 c; Mexican dollars 45c.

V

Wall Street.
New York. July 28 The speculation In securities had a good .deal of
material' available for the formation
of conjecture In the events which were

13
10

n.l

alara''

e,

L. B. PUTNEY

Contractor and Builder
All

UnMnn,

War
0M

ttrtsUr
Raat

West

THIRD

In.

TR

.

MEAT MARKET

ttsas

Ms All

Moils of PrcMh and Halt Meats
strain Nausage Factory.
WINDOW M A DEM
I Mil, KliKlNWORT.
In slock and made to order, lowest Masonic Building, North Third Btreet
priesa,
Hatlsfsetlon guaranteed.
Purnltura Co.
e.
e

Arthur

VENICE OF AMERICA
Plnest Beach Resort in tha World
Bathing, Boatlag, Pishing,
dally, ftoe meerta, ate.
Villa" and Bungalows-- - clean, cool
and complete, $17.60 to SIS. Aft par
month. Apply Villa orrice, Venice.
California.

I

Hiilldliig
117 U Weat
AUK

walker

at.
Association.

uno ra

VOIT

'cutral

A veil on.

NOTIVtu

.oí N

.

TO KIi PASO TO

VISIT OR TO HHOP? IP SO. THK
OHAND KNTRAIj HOTPT 18 THK
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once to prepare the family's food
without assurance of ablutions and
certainly without any germicidal rites.
That iMirticular phase of (he case
probably demanda closer attention In
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the big cities than In towns the size
Journal Publishing Co.
of Albuiueriue, but there la no lack of
"room for Improvement," In every
. .
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Morad as aecond clasa huii at th
MtoHIn at Albuquerque. N It aadar c sewer n Ik almost ubiquitous.

hope that there will never b need of
any defensive preparations
between
us."
In comddrlng this Illustration of
peace without cost we find reason
enough for the reeling with which the
vice president said; "May we not 'on
this theater of past conflicts venture
to hOpe that the
d
movement which seeks to Insure the maintenance of peace among the nations
may grow In strength and at no distant day become incorporated
as a
part of the fixed policy of nations?"
Chicago Uecord-HeralAnd the
a ids:
"The nations can have perpetual peace If they will, and without the
cost oi stqrruUty preparing for war
They can arrange for it b) bin ling Inagreements,
ternational
and thai
would be the oummou sense way to
proceed and the eminently practical
wav " BUÍ it would not be the House
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alighted from the train (not a special I at this place on Tuesday evening last.
His reception was g frost, perhaps
twenty-RV- e
people saw the delegate
during hl.-- i .stay iiV.-night. We are
unable to say whether Mr. Andrews
wanted to see the people or Just THL
PKOPLK. who are supposed to hive
the Instructions frony QMy
county
neatly done up and tucked away in
the vest pocket. '
It is said that the delegate slighted
from the train, was Introduced to one
or two persons, then escorted to th'1
Hotel (Jlenreck, where lié Introduced
himself to one other and then engaged In secret caucus with tho chairman
m- of the republican cmmty central

I'HOI I.SMUV Ui ETHICS.

Newa-pap-

much "dog work"

(Tucumcarl Sun.)
Not a drum was heard, not a trumpet flared and not a shout rent the
welkin when Delegate V. H. Andrews
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PLEASURE

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY-- A

STUDY

0E CUBA'S

REMARKABLE RESOURCES AT SHORT RANGE

Here's an Enterprise Possessing Intelligent Agricultural and
Commercial Features and an Investment Opportunity Unique and
Convincing, the Equal of Which May Never Again be Presented
American money, machinery, ideas and enterprise in agriculture are transformtropical soil of that island, under these conditions, is
producing marvelous resulte.
American farmers and fruit growers in Cuba do not plow with a stick of wood.
Tho?n primitive tools are replaced with the most modern farming implements. More
than 100 different colon zation enterprises are in operation in Cuba, fulfilling every
promise to Colonists.
ing Cuba, and the wonderful

American
Bar gesariallnn. lllittee.
After the caucus he was sunome!
Which meets in Seattle next month,
od by a few of the old guard escorted
has employed Justice Hrcwor, of the to a dosed carriage and driven lo un- I.
Halted Slates supreme court, and Al- Know n w nereaniuus.
He may have joined ac excursion
ton H. Parker, of New fork, to draw "arty to view
the rising of the moon
up a canon of professional
from the summit or .VI t. Tucumc n i; ethics
and that fact holds out glittering may have Joined a bathing party nut
at the Blue Wutcr. or h may have
hopes to the lay public of a time when
The Cuban Commercial Company with its new line of fruit steamships from
held a conclave in some nearbv cave.
there mi in- no chicanery at the bar safe from tlie approach of those who
Savannah to Cuba will meet with the requirements of these colonists for quick transftdd the profession will purify Itself, advocate the candidacy of Spless or
portation both ways.
is It aere automatically.
For In- fUdge Maná. Thole were those of the
stance, here Is a section of the code 'faith in tlie town that yearned to
grasp the hand or their representa
The capital stock o' the company, $3,000.000. par value $10, is being sold far
Uggested by these eminent jurists:
...
t tve.
kinged th hear him tell of
that
"Nothing operates more certainty to What
below the pnr value and offer:; to the investor Greater Dividend Possibilities; backed
lo lie alleged," he had
"it
reate or foster popular prejudice done for the i pie of th.. territory,
I
absolutely breaking against lawyers as a
by solid business of immense future probabilities than has ever been within the reach
fear without
terms or hi iw turnos
class and In de- but alas! the delégate presented the
I down
Dally, by carrier, on m. .oh
prive h profession of that full meas- - sad spectacle of a statesman soon to
t
of the investing public.
Dally, by mail, nnp m..nth
in Brown a so called Hie attention
t
tire of publlc esteem and confidence be bereft of hil pie. soon to go down
r tin board to frightful conditions exwhich b long to tlie proper discharge to a political death, uunotii ni.
Al HlOI I Kql K NEW MEXHO isting among
The company has under option 5,000 acres of some of the host land in Cuba
the tuberculosis patients of its duties
than does tin false claim, honored and unsung, save lor a single
bu a USt of the Inch of accommodations
two
in
of
chamduet
tlie
vole"
doleful
End any stock purchase I at the low figure above referred to will be accepted at its
often set up by the unscrupulous inj
BUY SIGNIFICANT SI I!
foi segregating them
Those in tas defense of o lost looa hi.. trunvaetlonu Plot's ir his roiiorn hopes.
or Hired stages, in- Mild, scattered
par value in exchange for land at the prevailing cash selling price.
It is tlie duty of the lawyer to do
Thi' Turumcarl News received
contagion through the wards, endan- that
Publicity.
lienty
of
contained sixteen long columns gering the lives of attcmlanls and oth- whatever may enable him to succeed
I he
oi
publication
the Estancia
Furthermore, every purchaser of stock is entitled to a
A law- in winning his, client's cause.
,.,,.,.,.
of final proof' advertisement
auch er patients.
thl. orKtin 0f 1P
yei owes entire devotion to the Interest
,.1Tjtied" is to be commenced In the
an advertisement being a brief notice
No one will be surprised to read
from the land office to the effect that that "tho board was startled by tn of his client .warm zeal In the mainte-- j very near future part of the outllt
nance and defense of his cause and having already arrived. The piiblish-tha certain Dottier, whose nine is given, Broa n'b report,"
exertion of the utmost skill iind els will he Sm'th and Patterson, both
to have complied with the
claim
of some years experience,
ability, to the end that nothing may printers
terms of the 1'nlted Slides homestead
KKFOIUH t
Tt'ItKBY,
will no doubt get out
socialists
We
be
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taken
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save
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with respect to
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their organ shortly, when EstanoM
r tat
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rules
section of public land anil will make
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to be will
proof of the alleged fact before the
reputation as one or (he most Nevertheless it is steadfastly
With a few more newspapers, the old
borne
In
great
mind
tlie
is
that
trust
reg 1st
da) promising" men Ol the age, and It Is
if tl e land nffli upon
town could now step Into the front
iiarnci
therefore no more than natural that to be performed within and not wiiii-ou- i ranks. - Kstancia New s.
the bounds of the law. The office
d
a number if advi
Tha
tlie world Should believe there Is a
L'uring ihe winter month'3, with meals and berth included, purchasers of stock, being
monis or thi. i ha i actor I
appeal "string" or ome sort attached to his ..f sttornej; does not permit, much loss Its Money's Worth.
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does
viola-any
some
county
is
demand,
enjoying
for
client,
San
Juan
In tin same paper and at the sano action granting (0 hfa subjects a con
preference in the order of purchase "First Come, First Served,"
time, from one land office. Is some- stitutional form of government, la! Hon of law or any manner of fraud or excellent free advertising these days
dtisen,
chicanery
No lawyer Is Justified Inj The Albuquerque Journal and
Compiete information is contained in our printed matter which will be mailed
thing very unusual In tip public land place of the
ami balf-re- -j
UbstltUtlng another's conscience fori the Lag Vegas Optic and the Santa Fi
history of the United States, and in liffiOUS control which lias been trail-free upon request.
,
. .
his ow n. A lawyer should not do lor New Mexican have nil given liberally
curred very rarely, f at all In tin ii,i iii ...
me nuuse oi ....
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oinmsn since a client what his sense
of their space. This space, at ordinary
of
would
honor
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ad rates, would have cost several hunforbid
to
for
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do
himself.''
pernaos that skepticism
.Nebraska
obHence this is u straw oi tury
win
dred dollars and it has all been
member the price of the stock is advancing $1 per share every month. The time to
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going
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board
trade
organs of OUr local republican friends.
points In a manner that admits of no Tm klsh movement tlnoughout
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buy stock is when they are low.
Farm In gt on Times-Hustlequestion, to the fact that llew settlers empire, win overlook the effects of to investigate tin- operations of the
Write today and take advantage of this limited and most unusual opportunity.
are coming In, and making liónos long years of agitation by lens of meat trust In England. The informais interesting, says Ihe San FranSwimming.
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UMin the public domain In New Mexthousands of sited liberal Turks, nu
You will never have another chance like this.
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both
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essary and irritating noises'.' It would or Turkish administratis methods begood, but better late
that alleged boon, but it appears have done mote
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than never. On Saturday afternoon u
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work
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commissioner, for there could certain high hopes upon the present refoini
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i beautiful MAGIC LANTERN
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fYir lííOO shoep. Price $1600
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Prosecution. I" order that the method dends and wtges. This must be a generally. I think it ia otherwise. In has been provisionally met by an act since he was freed from slavery, has 'of representatives several times and
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wealth they repreaent from the pro- terms of the employment.
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penditure.
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cies have been progressive und regu- should receive upon republican prin- not Issue in industrial disputes, but crees, and It was one of the chief reacan presidents since Lincoln, thut of parly by the selection of a New Tort
it.s Willi Republican HnoneSBI
lative; Mr. Bryan's destructive. Mr. ciples, and as to those the tariff should
Its
receipts
of
for
all
sons
the
subjected
the
defeat
democratic
bus
treasurer
Issue
not
merely
only that they should
having been exposed to danger and
Disaster With DemoRoosevelt has favored regulation of be raised. A revision of the tariff un- because
It
contest,
as
to
In
party
ought
compulsory
that
to
the
and expenditures
they are Industrial disputes,
cratic Victory.
the business in which evils have dertaken upon this principle, which is and vet those responsible for the dec have been. The extended dperution death on the Held of battle In defense obligation of such n lasv.
country.
hope
of
our
lack
I
that this
have pointed out that the attitude
grown up so as to stamp out the evils at the b"ls of our present business
no one of such a provision to weaken the will not make the veterans think
known
have
laration
must
that
Must
'i'iiv
am
1,1, trf
of Ihe reollblleiin nurlv
and permit the business to continue. system, begun promptly upon the in has ever maintained that the fact that power of the courts In the enforce
.
platform demands , ev
Tinflefliocratl
wh(l fc
The tendency of Mr. Bryan's proposals coming of the new administration, and a dispute was Industrial gave any basis ment of Its lawful orders can hardly less deeply thrilled by the memory of
one
amendments,
two
gone
constitutional
great
comrades
before
their
Hie
enormous
with
material expansion of
have generally been destructive of the considered at a special session
for Isulng an injunction iu reference be overstated.
Grant, Hayes, Qarfleld! Harrison and providing for an Income tax, and the this country, Is to continue the Roots-ve- it
business with respect to which he Is the preliminary Investigation already thereto.
Effect of .Inry Trial.
by
senators
of
election
the
McKlnley,
Ohio,
for
who
other
ull
of
sons
left
pulirles of progress and regulaMr. Roosevelt begun by the appropriate committees
demanding reform.
The declaration seems to be drawn
Under such a provision a recalcitI11
my Judgment, nn tion. While the attitude of the demopoop le.
would compel the trusts to conduct of the house und senate, will make in its present vague and ambiguous rant witness who refuses to obey a records reflecting glory upon their the
an
fbr
natltutlon
my sympa- amendment to th
crat Ic party under Its present leadertheir business in a lawful manner and the disturbance of business Incident to shape In order to persuade some peo ul, poena may Insist on a Jury trial he. state and station, or that courage
ami Income tax Is not necessary. I believe ship Is the change for (he. sake of
thies with the valor and
secure the benefits of their operation such u change as little as possible.
ple that It Is a declaration against the fore the court can determine that he
bange to the point of Irresponsible
an Income tax. when the protecand the maintenance of the prosperity The Parmer and the Republican Party. Isulng of Injunctions in any industrial received the subpoena. A citizen sum- patriotism of those who fuced death that system
of customs and the ftitcr- - destruction, and that there la no hope
As the republican platform says, the dispute, while at the same time It may moned us u juror and refusing to obey In the country's crlslses are any less tive
of the country of which they are an
not furnish In - whatever of a restoration of prosper- Important part;
while Mr. Bryan welfare of the farmer Is vital to that be possible to explain to the average the writ when brought Into court earnest and sincere man tliey would nal revenue tax shall
needs. Ity In returning it to power. As said
governmental
enough
for
I
to
a
right
teme
be
wear
button
the
had
country.
One of the plain i hi., n who objects to class dis- must be tried by another jury to dewould extirpate and destroy tne entire of the whole
Army or of the veteran can and should be devised which un- - j In our platform. We republicans go he.
business In order to stamp out the strongest hopes of returning prosper- tinctions that no such Intention exists termine whether he gol the summons. of the Srand
ger the, decisions of the eupretn
nut. ton- the country asking the support.
ity Is based on the business which his at all. Our position is clear and un- Such a provision applies nut alone to association of any of our country's
evils which they have practiced.
not only of those svho have acted with
will conform to the constitution.
Advantage or Combination of Captial crepS are to afford. He Is vitally In- equivocal. We are anxious to prevent in itnii'l inrw I, nt tu hvtv urtiitr wlili'li wars.
us heretofore but of all our fellow- if Senator-- .
I,
Progress
Negro
of
ami
Rights
led!
the
j
excesrestraining
of
large
In
any
appearance
injustice to the court Issues against persons.
of
even an
terested in the
The combination of capital
I
or sen- - citizens wno, regardless of past poiit- respect
to
With,
election
Ihe
to
platform
republican
refers
The
raildiscriminating
labor in the Issuance of Injunctions, suit may be tried In the court of first
plants to manufacture goods with thi sive and unduly
to the eoiistitu- - atora by the people, personally I am ical dirrerences, unite in the desire to
greatest economy is Just as necessary road rates, ln the enforcement of the not In a spirit of favoritism to one set instance und carried to the court of these amendments
passed bv the republl- - Inclined to favor It, but It Is hardly maintain the policies, pcrpetuate the
as the nsaembltng of the parts of a pure food laws, In the promotion of of our fellow citizens, but of Justice appeals, and thence to Ihe supreme Hon that were
party for the protection of the a pur question. A resolution in lis nicsingw ami muse secure me ncnieve.
machine to the economical and more scientific ast l ulf ure, and In Increas- to all of our fellow citizens. The reo- - court and a Judgment und decree en- can
negro.
The negro, in the forty years j favor hos passed u republican House inenis or a greater America.
exby
ns
life,
to
refusing
country
exercising
son
or
If
of
Issued,
for
tered and an order
and then
rapid manufacture of what In old ing the comforts
times was made By hand. The govern- the extension of free rural delivery. erelr.e the power of Injunction must the decree Involves the defendant's
ment should not interfere with one The policies of the present adminis- be found in the character of the un- doing anything or not doing anything,
lawful injury and not In the character and he disobeys It, the plaintiff who
any more than the other, and when tration, which have most Industrioussuch aggregations of capital are leg- ly pr,. noted all these objects, cannot or class of the persons who Inflict thl has pursued his remedies in lawful
course for years must, to secure his
controlled, fall to commend themselves to his ap- Injury.
itimate and are properly
The man who has a business which rights, undergo the uncertainties and
they are then the natural results proval.
Is
Injured Is entitled the delays of a Jury trial before he
of modern enterprise and are bene babor and What the Republican Parly to being unlawfully
which
the
remedies
the law has al- can enjoy thut which Is his right by
It.
Done
for
proper
Has
In the
flclal to the public.
ways given him, no matter who has the decision of the highest court of the
We come now to the question of laoperation of competition the public
Inflicted the injuries. Otherwise, we land. I say without hesitation that
will soon share with the manufacturer bor. One important phase of the polihave class legislation unjust In such a change will greatly impair the
the advantage In economy of opera cies of the present administration has shall
principle and likely to sap the founda- Indispensable power und authority of
wage
for
secure
the
anxiety
to
an
been
Ron and lower prices.
of a free government.
the courts Securing to the public the
earner an equality of opportunity- and tions
What Is an Unlawful Trust
I come now to the question of notice benefits of the new statutes enacted In
as
protection
statutory
such positive
When, however, such combinations shall place him on a level In dealing before issuing an Injunction. It Is a the present administration, the ultidisease, for to
is no need of anyone suffering long
jurisprumate instrumentality to be resorted to
are not based on any economic prin- with his employer.
The republican fundamental rule of general
Is
by
be
no
mun
affected
dence
that
shall
the
courts
If
Mates.
I'nited
the
of
purciple but are made merely for the
few doses of
it is only necessary to
quick
effect
party has passed an employers' liabilpose of controlling
the market, to ity act for Interstate railroads, and a judicial proceeding without notice now their authority Js to be weakenhearing.
rule,
however,
In
This
has ed
a manner never known In the
maintain or raise prices, restrict out- has established an eight hour law for and
ishistory of the Jurisprudence of Kng-lanthe government employes and on govern- sometimes had an exception in the
put and drive out competitors,
or America, except in the constipublic derives no benefit and we have ment construction. The essence of the suing of temporary restraining orders
in effect to tution of Oklahoma, how can we exa monopoly. It Is Important, there reform effected by the former is the commanding a defendant
maintain the stntus quo until a hear- pect that such statutes will have efrule, ing.
fore, that such large aggregations of abolition of the fellow-servsSuch a process should Issue only ficient enforcement?
Those who adcapital and combination should
comparaund the Introduction of the
In rare cuses where the
threatened
vocate
of n Jury In
Intervention
this
may
hnvi
public
controlled so that the
tive negligence theory by which an change of the status quo would Inflict such cases seem to suppose that tin,
the advantage of reasonable prices and employe Injured in the service of his irreparable Injury If time were taken chunge In some way will Inure only
that the avenues of enterprise may I eiimloyer doe not lose all his right to give notice and a summary hearing. to the benefit of the poor working
never
one dose is sufficient
be
fact, in most
kept open to the Individual and the to recover because of slight negligence The unlawful Injury usual in Industrial man. As a matter of fact, the person
engage
to
wishing
smaller corporation
is equally
cases.
on his part.
severe
upon
disputes, such as I have described who will secure chief advantage from
in
relied
In business.
Interests of employer and F.niployt does not become formidable except af- It Is the wealthy and unscrupulous deof saving the lives of
is the
valuable for children
ProM-Only Differ lu Respect to Terms
Treatment of Trusts.
ter sufficient time In which to give fendant, able to employ astute and
of Kmplovnu nl.
the defendants notice and a hearing. cunning counsel and anxious to avoid
Unlawful trusts should be restrainever
world's
medicine
history
the
children each year.
The interests of the employer and I do not mean to say that there may lustlce.
ed ,wlth all the efficiency of Injuncsuccess.
The Currency Kystem.
tive process, and the persons engaged the employe jiever differ except when not be cases even In Industrial dls- The une panic disclosed a lack of
It come to a division of the Joint putes where a restrslnlng order might
In maintaining them shou
dlvl- - j properly be Issued without notice, but elasticity in our financial system. This
ed with all the severity of criminal profit of labor and capital into
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Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy
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Price 26 cents. Large size 60 cents.
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GEO. W. HICKOX COMPANY f
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OLD

AND UBBHT ICWU.IT HOCU IN MEW MttJ4X
TOCC ALWATB CUMPLKTE AMD NCW
OtND IN TOUU WATCH EM. WE' II. BKPAJB THEM
ALBl yi KstyrK. N.
RnM.
IU E

teal

F. H. STRONG
Funeral Director

and Embalmer

Lady Assistant
"THE HOLY

CITY."

"COW-

BOY SPORTS AND PAS

TIMES.'

Private Ambulance.
Office St runic Block, Second
and Copper.
TH phone: Oftlct- - 75. Real- -

rived last night from in.-- headquarters
in Santa Fe for a short business visit
In the city.
Alfredo J. Otero, proprietor of the
Jemez Springs and one of the well
known stockmen of the Jeme moun- tain country. Is spending a few days
in Albuquerque.
Sheriff Charle L. Ballard, of Chaves'
oointy. who has been In Las Vegas on
Official business, returned to Albu- -'
querque last night. He will leave for
Roswell this morning.

j
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Guaranteed Slides

j

An

'

Report of the condition of the State National Bank ut Albuquerque, at Albuquerque. In the Territory of New Mexico, at
the stoat nt business. July IS. 101.

ment, which shows

an increase for the

past

six months

of
ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND
DOLLARS
in

the business of

--

"THE

OLD REL-

71M.

No.

examination of

the annexed state-

This evening nt the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Ackerman. 1 1 10 West:
506.
dt'iico
Central avenue, will occur the marSupt. Fairvtew and Santa
riage of their nleee. Miss Kllen Halter,
Barbara Onoeteiiee.
to Dr. Waller Scott Bronson.
Palmer Social Camp. Modern Woodmen of America, will hold a regular
msslon in Odd Fellows' hall on South
LOCAL ITEMS0F INTEREST Second street Wednesday evening at 8
O'clock. Drill practice.
Harry Asplnwall. Santa Fe bonus!
supervisor, returned yesterday from a
la tha avsnt that 70a shoald nm
racclv ruur morning papar tslsptc a
three weeks' vacation spent In Detroit,
O slv-l- n
the POSTAL Tfcl.BORAPH
Mich., and has resumed his desk in;
your nam and addraaa and ths
papor will b dsllvared by a special
the local master mechanic's office. Mr.
No. If
UHHKH. Tbs laUphons
Aspinwaii was accompanied by his

said by the retailer about guaranteed Shoes,
but in a great many cases the word "guarantee'' does
not mean anything! We, therefore, want to make the
following positive statement as tp what we mean when
we agree to "guarantee" our
Much is

RBSOUttCBa,

Loans and Discounts
44 Ml. 38
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured It 66.24
IT. 8. Bonds to secure circulation
100 uotl 0
4 76U.OO
Premiums on r H. Bonds
11 ICS 86
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking huuic, furniture, and fix45. til. 67
tures
Due from National Banks (not
19,061 94
reserve agents)
Du.- - from State Banks and
732.41
Bankers
Due from approved reserve agents 103 121.74
6
0 83
Checks and other cash Items
Notes of other National Banks
t 430.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
119 34
and cents
I .un ful Money Reserve la Bank, vie:
Specie
122,428.00
r
42,428.00
notes 20.000.00
Redemption fund with I!. S TreasC. 000 00
urer 10 per cent of circulation)

iianan & Sons Shoes
and

Legal-tende-

1

wife.

29, 1908

Total

IABLE" will be
found good sum-

W.

1824,869.34

L.

Douglas Shoes

LIABILITIES.

1100,000.00
Capital stork paid In
Forecast.
Mrs. K. 11. Hartlett and Mrs. L. M
Surplus fund
21.000.00
Washington, July 2S. New Mexico C.azin, of Topckn. who have been visit- Undivided profits, less expensas
puld
777.48
taxes
and
and Arizona Fair in south, showers ling friends in California, arrived yes- mer medicine
National Bank Notes outstanding 100,000.00
In northern portions Wednesday and terday from the west for a short visit
Due to other National Banks
33.381.94
Thursday.
Due to Slate Banks and Bankers
4,937.48
knockers and those
in Albuquerque. They were accompa- Due to Trust
and
of San,
W
Oilman,
by
ToHlVef
Miss
lied
Savings
1,408.87
Banks
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. W. Fulkcr-son- , Bernardino.
Due to approved reserve agents
31.67
from
980.00
Dividends unpaid
u girl.
deposits
377,626.14
subject
to
nillvldual
check
Mai
The state National bank, through
exhaustion of the
1U8.749.2
Time certificates of deposit
W. A. Brown arrived lust nif?ht from
attorneys, Marion & Wood, filed suit
2,076.87
ashler's checks outstanding
Cerrillos.
for taxes
itesarved
8.0V0.00
:n the district court yesterday against
With
a
D. I.. Ferry was here yesterday from J. M. Archuleta
and M. Y. Gomez, I
1824,869 .14
Total
Magdalena on business.
seeking to recover $1,441!. 78 alleged to
willingness to serve
Territory of New Mexico, County of Berna- by
1111.
as.
promissory note held
James Mcltride is in the city on be due on
K. H. Collier. Cashier of the
d
all with considerthe plaintiff. The note which bears
business from Kspnnola.
bunk, do solamnly swear that the
was.
of Januury It'. IstiS,
the
date
above
Is
statement
to
of
best
true
tha
Huy your chickens at the San Jose
my knowledge and belief.
originally given to Josefa It. Sandoval,-biate, personal at'
All stock shipped In alive.
'ft,
Market
K. H. Collier, Cashier.
was later turned over to the bunk,
1). W. Campbell arrived last night
Correct Attest:
tention, we solicit
for collection.
(' It. Strong.
on
short business trip from FlagU. N. Marrón,
staff.
There will be a meeting of the of-Jay A llubbs, Directors.
your further
Subscribed and sworn to befora me this
r
iiallllo BeaiTUP, the sheep raiser, fleers and directors of the Young
17th day of July. 1908.
Men's Republican club at their rooms
In here from Marque- If., for
P. F. MrCann, Nutary Public.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening short
at
evening
avenue
Silver
this
West
on
business visit
Sessions.
8. The meeting Is called for the pur-- 1
J. F. Whiteforil, connected with the pose of devising ways and means of
anta ft idilios system departmant, is increasing the membership and arous- here on an Impaction trip from Sun Ing Interest In the work of the club.'
Bernardino.
All officers and directors are urgent'y
Joseph BrOWH, auditor of the Har- requested to be present. C. O. Cush- vey system
accompanied by Mrs. man, preaiaeni.
Brown, arrived in Albuquerque yesterMarion Hunt returned yesterday to
day.
Phone 471.
his home in Katon after spending sevs. I Bean, mechanical superinteneral Weeks here as the guest of his
dent of th Sania Fe Coasl lines, is in cousins. Chantar and Floyd Lee.
the cit mi business from Ills headMiss Helen fllbson who has been
quarters in Los Angeles.
severa months with friends
Mrs. K J. Mahal'fey, matron of the pending
Madison, Iowa,
local Indlun school, returned yester-d:- i and relatives at Fort
here Saturday en route to
from I several weeks' visit in will arrive
II GUN:
OPEN
l.os Angeles to join her parents, Mr. WOULD
southern California.
ami Mrs. K. J. (Ilbson. who are now
Louis Giiinbiner. Of the Kvening Cit- making their home in the California
izen repertortal stuff, left on the lim- city.
ited last night for a short vucation to
FIFTEEN DAYS
TOURNAMENT TO
Big crowds were present
at both
be spent with relatives In I'eorla, III.
last
at the Colombo theater
shows
The Young Meu's Democratic and night. The program was unusually
Improvement club will hold a meeting Interesting, some of the beat pictures
In their club
nuns Over the San Jose yet seen at the Colombo being thrown
Man Who Pawned Another's
restaurant at H o'clock tomorrow nigbt. on the screen. The comical pictures
Qentlemen and wife desire a good. were genuine laugh producers and the
Rifle Says he Was Instructed
well furnished house of alnnjt five sentimental films contained much paH.
to do so; Case of Assult With
rooms, in good location. Address
thos The program will be repeated
office.
H. W.. care Journal
tonight, and includes three comic pic- Member of Baseball Committee
Word Dismissed,
statues," "Willie's
He sure nml stop at the San Jose tures, "Animated
is Not in Favor of Excluding
Magic Wand" and "PÓOI Pa's Folly."
pound
of
0
that
home
Market
ami
take
July 23 to 29.
Colossal Cream Cheese, for it Is the The other pictures are "When Our
Joe W. Holmes was given fifteen
Professional Players From
Home." "I'anorania
"The MM in White"
fines! cheese that was ever In Albu- Sailor Boy 'nines
days
In jail by Judge Craig yesterdny
"
seci luii lion liny Comedian
of a Pauper
and "Packman the
querque.
Expositipn Event,
afternoon on a charge of stealing a
ond." The news and catchy Illustrated
CHAS. CARROLLTON
supervisor of the songs which were ung last night for
Boat McMillan,
Winchester
rifle.
The complaint
lust off tlic Urpheuin
am) Jemez fores, reserves, ar- - the first time, will be repeated
i
P
to"I am In. favor ,,f worhiwlde entry itgalnst Holmes was
made by an
THE BELLFONTS.
night.
to the baKefe&tl tournament proposed
boon companion, who alleged
cn,l,al- - and Hand to
Novell)
Were during ihe territorial
A large crowd attended the skating to be hi-Hand Balancer in, hiding
Holmes had enterad his room and
thai
rink last night and enjoyed the skat- fair iiml Irrigation Oongreat," uld Hoy
Ml.LE. M Mtn m 1.1.1 ovr
swiped the gun and after swiping it
The most perfertl) ilevrloel
ing, moving pictures and illustrated
Mr. McDonald pawned It for five dollars.
Holmes
woman In the world),
songs. The mov ing picture program MrUonalil yesterday.
was excellent.
NEW PICTURES THURS"The Holy City," I a member of the executive commit- admitted taking the gun, but declare,
Work is
that he took It upon instruction of his
which was the feature film of the tee of three which has been appointDAY and MONDAY.
evening, was beautiful and Interesting ed In lonk after (he baseball situation companion, who told him to get the
WHITE WAGONS
rifle anil pawn it for whftl ho could
from start to finish. The film Is one for the exposition. "If there Is enough get
It. Holmes further alleged that
of the finest and most expensive ever of u purse hung up for the baseball In- on
and the companion had spent the
brought to the city. Fifteen hundred this year, predict that we will have
dollurs for booze.
feet of film Is necessary to show the the best games this fall thut we huve five ('as,Dtatnisapd Second Time.
picture. It Is necessary to use two ever hail. It takes money to run n
The case brought b' Fred Anuya
reels to accommodate the film. "The baseball tournament, but after it Is ail
ngalnst John Walters charging assault
Hol City" film covers a wide variety said uiul done, baseball is the star atIwas dismissed by Justice
of incidents contemporary to the dawn traction at a fair. I am not in favoV with words.
B, Romero in police
of Christianity, which to the average of excluding professional players. It of the Peace .lose
court in old Town yesterday after
or
less
in
more
wrapped
person
are
might be advisable to limit the number
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
mystery One of the central figures of professionals on a team. Hut this Is noon, and a decision was rendered to
the effect that Anuya pay the cost of
MagIn the pictures Is thut of Mary
a matter which could be definitely the case. Anuya failed to appear us
Pumps,
Pipe,
Iron
the
and
penitent,
Ironware;
the
dalen
srciex
Enameled
Tinware,
Stoves,
settled after we see what the prospects
w
connected with her conversion from are for the tournament. Frank Be lee, the complaining itness, and the judge
to throw the case out of court.
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
the wayward path, are very pathetic of Pueblo, would need but very little decided
Anuyu brought n similar action against
ami touching. The pictures are beauInducement to bring a league team 'Wallers Monday In Judge McCbllan's
MACHINERY.
FARM
of
AND
tifully colored and are real works
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS
here for entry. If Helee would ma ki- court. The case was thrown out by
art. Another good film that was shown ll move In that direction. I would not Judge
,
McClellan.
p
Á
Albuquerque, N. M. last night was "Cowboy Sports and be surprised to aee other baseball
Mail orders solicited,
Pastimes," Broncho busting, brand manager follow the example. The
ing and cowboy games are shown with more first class teams we have the
e
distinctness. This pro- bigger the busebnll attraction. I am In
real
gram Will be repeated tonight. The favor of having first class teams, even
only change will be the singing of If we only huve two of them.
"The Holy City" by Mr. Sholley durMcDonald smiled when asked If he
ing the Intermission between films. advócate,! the policy of paying the
The other late songs will also be sung. transportation of teams to and from
Forty members of the New Mexico Albuquerque, "If we did thai it would
.lust received a large shipment, which we haven't room for and are
making anjtltlal low price- - Mils week to move tliein.
national guard from Las Cruces and take a barrel of money." said the forSilver City left for their homes last mer captain of the Uruwn, "and we
night after sendlng the day In
would have two hundred teams enterCENTRA AVE.. A I JU QIEHQUE.
The boys reached here early yes- ed. There would be teums from Ala- Albuquerque Man Contributes
the meda. Kernallllo, Isletu, and every
terday morning after attending
Interesting Sketch of Life in
military maneuvers at I.eon Springs, (own In New Mexico. That plan Is not
Texas.
practical My idea Is to hang up subthe Cumberlands to the Instantial purses, fancy enough to attract good team, which will be In a
dependent,
COURT DECIDES AGAINST
condition financially and otherwise to
RIO MIMBRES COMPANY pay their own transportation and oth"Life In the Kentucky Mountains" Is
er expenses. If the money looks good
the
title of a most Interesting illustrato
or
New
the
to
York
Ulants
the
.In. lire MiT'ir Announces Division In
article in the "Independent" of July
While Box, and they have any ed
Caw of Irrigation OOHMfn Agalnl
!), describing most graphically
the life
Territorial I ami Commissioner Ask- Inclination to come and take a hunk of a mountaineer from the days of
I am In favor of giving them the
It.
of
injunction.
ing for
boyhood's hickory shirt and burk hat
opportunity."
to the old man nodding before the
commitA
executive
the
meeting
of
IHpeHal IMspalrh lo tb Mnrnln Jnaraal.l
open fire In the log cabin. The story
or
Judge
two
28.
KV.
July
will
be
M..
N.
within
tee
three
held
Hantii
written by J. Tulmage Young, forWAGONS
saddles John H. M Fie of the firm dlatrlet day ami weighty matter connected Ismerly
of Virginia,
for some time
OORNKR
eourt han tnnounceil hl leolalon In with the rule and regulation of the puat has made his who
home In Albuquerthe rase of the Rio Mlmhrea Irrlga-tfo- tournament will be dlscumted at length. que, and who intend to remain here
compflny veraua Rohert l Krvlen, The other members of the committee permanently.
terrltorlnl land commlaloner. and the are (i. A Unison and Ike Oraham.
The article
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Here it is.
Every pair of Hanan & Sons $5.00 or $5.50 Shoes,
and every pair of W, L, Douglas Shoes costing $3,50
and up, is warranted to give satisfactory wear, If the
upper breaks before the bottoms are worn through we
One allowance to be
will give a new pair free of charge
made for hard usage, Other defects will be rectified and
proper allowance made, (patents not included)
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Reach Omaha After a
Strenuous Passage Across
the Bad Roads of Iowa,

The

R, E. Putney of this city, who, with
Mrs. Putney anil children and Chauffeur H I.. Hudson, is en route home
in his Thomas flyer, after an overland
trip to Buffalo, N. Y.. has reached
Omaha, Neb., whence he sends the

Morning Journul the following account of his trip out of Chicago:
We left Chicago Sunday morning,
July 19th, bound for Omaha, Xeh at
S
a. in., and found the roads rough
and rutty. We arrived in Dickson
HI., at 7 p. m., having made 118 miles.
We left Dickson next morning at 8
o'clock, crossing the Mississippi river
over a toll bridge at Fulton, and into
Clinton, I,nva. about noon. We found
the roads in lown very rough and the
country hilly; in fact, It seemed as
though the whole state of Iowa was
one series of hills.
We arrived
In
Clarence, Iowa, at 6 p. m., having
made about 107 miles. We left Clarence at 8:10 the following morning
nnd arrived at Marshnltown at 7: SO p.
m. We are having considerable trouble on the road in passing vehicles
especially those driven by women. We
are obliged to stop as muny as fifteen
and twenty times a day to lead horse
that are frightened by the auto. In
one Instance the woman wanted me to
get in and drive her horse by in place
of leading him. She said she had no
men folk at her house and wanted
me to break her horse to the automobile. We made 132 miles this day.
We left Murshaltown nt 7:Í0 the
next morning; hud fine roads for half
É
day, but In the afternoon they became bad again. Iowa, I believe, has
the worst roads of any state we have
passed through.
We ate lunch ot
Boone, Iowa, and arrived at Dennl-soat 9 p. n having made 160 miles.
We left Dennison the following morning at 8 o'clock and arrived In Council
1'luff, Iowa, ut 2:30 In the afternoon;
then crossed the Missouri into Omaha,
our speedometer showing thut up to
the present time, July 24th we have
covered 4,700 miles. We will probably
leave here Monday or Tuesday for
KuR., from which place we will
parallel the Sunta Fe Into Albuquern
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MOTTO.
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The function of the kidneys Is to
Htraln out the Impurities of the blood
GOOD ICE OREAM, AND
which Is constantly passing through ICEFEE'S
WALTON '
CHEAM
SODA.
them. Foley's Kidney Remedy make HltUG STORE.
the kidney healthy. They will strain
out all waste matter from the blood.
Take Foley's Kidney Renedy and It
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